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PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will be available at Gates 1-5-9-13.
Any person leaving stadium other than with team pass must have pass out
checks, as well as admittance stub for other type tickets to be readmitted to
game. Ticket stubs will be secured in receptacles provided.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are located under Section J on South side
of Stadium and under Section T on the North side Trained nurses are on hand
all during the game Should a doctor be needed, ask any usher. Each usher has
been informed the seat location of doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates
1, 5, 8 and 13.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at Stadium Ticket Offices at Gates 1,5,
9 and 13.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public address system is intended primarily
for the information of spectators concerning the game Please do not request
the use of the public address system to make social contacts at the game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms are located beneath the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found, please report same to Gate 1
Information Booth
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are located beneath all stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal. A concession price list is published
on the back page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are received over the telephone lo-
cated in the press box, the number of which is listed with the operator as Press
Box, Clemson Memorial Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages are prohib-
ited by Act No. 550 of the General Assembly of South Carolina, 1967, and
rules of the alcoholic beverage Control Commission in this stadium and
the surrounding area. By order of: S. C. Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic contest in
Clemson Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
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SOCCERRANKED IMo.1 IN NATION* 1975
93 wins, 28 losses, and six ties.
During his nine years as head soc-
cer coach at Tigertown, I. M. Ibrahim
has amassed these totals and some
simple math will show you that he has
been a winner more than three times
out of every four outings.
More impressive, in the last four
seasons, the man who originated the
game of soccer at Clemson, has
guided the Tigers to 56 wins against
just eight losses and one tie. That
comes out to a winning percentage of
87 percent.
And if that isn't enough, the 1 973
District Coach-of-the-Year has seen
his Tigers win 20 consecutive
matches with Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence foes and four straight league ti-
tles. Moreover, last year's team
finished the regular season ranked
first nationally.
But Ibrahim's continuous goal is
that of reaching a national champion-
ship and he will have another excel-
lent shot at it this fall.
Gone from last year's squad are a
duo that have been tremendous for
the Tigers over the last four years,
Clyde Browne and Ralston Moore. In
fact, Browne was the Player-of-the-
Year in the Atlantic Coast Conference
in each of his four years at Clemson,
sharing that honor with teammate
Godwin Ogbueze during his senior
campaign. He was also an All-South
performer three times and A. 1 1 -
American twice while Moore was
picked on the All-South squad during
his final two seasons.
Yet Ibrahim will have the nucleus
of last year's squad returning and the
These four seniors have led Clemson to the
Atlantic Coast Conference championship and
to NCAA post-season play in each of the last
three soccer campaigns. They are, kneeling,
Denis Carrington, and standing, left to right,
Gordon Alphonso, Clyde Watson, and Alfred
Morrison.
addition of Kenneth llodigwe, a
transfer from Howard, who scored
the winning goal for the Bisons as a
freshman to lift them to the national
championship two years ago.
Heading the list of returnees is a
group of four seniors, Gordon Al-
phonso, Denis Carrington, Alfred
Morrison, and Clyde Watson. Al-
phonso and Morrison have been
standouts fortheirfirst three years on
the defense while Watson, with his
diminutive size, has given the Clem-
son fans plenty of offense to cheer
about. And the stalwart play in the
goal by Carrington will once again, as
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1976 CLEMSON
SOCCER SCHEDULE
CENTRAL WESLEYAN 4:00 P.M.
AT CLEMSON
ALABAMA-HUNTSVILLE 2:00 P.M.
AT CLEMSON
DAVIS & ELKINS 2:00 P.M.
AT CLEMSON
Furman at Greenville 3:30 P.M.
SlU-Edwardsville 1:30 P.M.
at Edwardsville
*Duke at Durham 4
'N. C. STATE AT CLEMSON 2
CLEMSON INVITATIONAL
AT CLEMSON
Cleveland State vs. Howard 2
Clemson vs. 4
Appalachian State
CLEMSON INVITATIONAL
AT CLEMSON
Consolation Game 1
Championship Game 3
St. Louis at St. Louis
Madison at Harrisonburg 2
FLAGLER AT CLEMSON 2
00 P.M.
00 P.M.
00 P.M.
00 P.M.
30 P.M.
30 P.M.
30 P.M.
00 P.M.
00 P.M.
ERSKINE AT CLEMSON 3:30 P.M.
•VIRGINIA AT CLEMSON 3:00 P.M.
'MARYLAND AT CLEMSON 2:00 P.M.
•NORTH CAROLINA 3:00 P.M.
AT CLEMSON
•Denotes Atlantic Coast Conference Game
it has for the last three seasons, be a
strong point for the Ibrahim crew.
Last year's freshman class stepped
right in and made a big impact on the
team's season record and that group
returns, headed by Ogbueze, who
led the Clemson goal scoring race
with 17.
"We have had fine teams in the
past four years and the 1976 edition
should be another good one," said
Ibrahim. "We just hope to get a little
farther than last year when the team
got knocked out in the finals of the
Southern region."
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ACC Viewpoints: The Best ACC Player I Have Faced
MARK GRIFFIN ed Mcdonald RONNIE SMITH MIKE FAGAN
MIKE OZDOWSKI
KENNY ROY
mhH
TONY BENJAMIN
MARK GRIFFIN, North Carolina Offensive Tackle
— "There have been some truly outstanding defen-
sive players in the ACC the past couple of years,
but the toughest for me to block has been Joe
Campbell, Maryland's all-conference tackle. First,
it's tough to block against their six-man front any-
way. Campbell is set out so wide that you have to
go about four yards before you can try to hit him.
It's very difficult to make a good block under those
conditions. But, even in another type of defense,
he'd be a great tackle. He's very aggressive. How-
ever, the thing that makes him so good is that he
plays his area so well. In their defense, he only
has to concentrate on certain areas. He doesn't
make a lot of spectacular plays behind the line of
scrimmage, but he plays the things that are run
into his areas very well. That's where you have to
beat a guy— head on! And it's tough to do that
to Campbell."
ED McDONALD, Wake Forest Defensive Back—
"When Duke brings a runner like Mike Barney
off the bench, then you know it's a strong team.
Mike didn't start against us last year, but I'm sure
he will this season because he's the best runner
I've seen in the ACC. He goes about 6-2, 200
pounds and has that combination of size and
speed that makes a runner great. I have had to hit
him before and I know how powerful he is and
how he can break tackles. I could tell he was
going to be great when he gained 61 yards against
us as a freshman two years ago, and he didn't do
anything to change my mind last year. I really
feel like he'll come into his own in 1976. With his
physical qualities, he can't miss."
KENNY ROY, Maryland Defensive Back— "N.C.
State's Elijah Marshall is probably the best receiver
who I will be facing this season in Atlantic Coast
Conference warfare. He has tremendous speed
and a great pair of hands and that combination
can create problems for any defensive back. You
have to respect his speed on the long patterns,
but if you play off him too much he will eat you
alive with short stuff. He caught seven passes
against us last year on a wet field and I can ap-
preciate that because under those conditions it is
tough to concentrate on both the ball and your
footing. Another ability he has is his knack to get
open. Any good quarterback can hit the open man
and he does get open. Johnny Evans to Marshall
should be a combination that will keep the State
fans happy this year. I just hope they aren't happy
after they have played us."
MIKE FAGAN, N. C. State Tackle—"I have been
opposite a lot of good defensive linemen and line-
backers playing ACC football the past two seasons,
but picking out the toughest of the lot is an
easier assignment than you might think. North
Carolina's Dee Hardison is the one whom I have
had the most trouble. He has great strength and
quickness and uses both well. In the type of de-
fense his team plays, he waits and reads the block-
er most of the time, rather than stunting, and he's
still quick enough to react effectively even though
he gets the late start. He's great at shedding a
block and moving in for the tackle. He also seems
to get better as the game goes along and he gets
more accustomed to his opponent's movements
and assignments. He has all the ability needed to
be a great one, at least that's the way I see it."
MIKE OZDOWSKI, Virginia Defensive Tackle—
"The best football player I have played against in
ACC competition is running back Mike Voight of
the University of North Carolina. He has the
quickness to carry the ball outside as well as the
strength and agility to run up the middle. One of
his strong points is his deceptive speed. He always
appears to be moving more slowly than he is and
the only time that you realize his true speed is
when he passes you. Then it's too late! Due to
his strength, Voight also hits much harder than
his size would indicate. All of these factors com-
bine to make Mike Voight, in my opinion, one of
the best running backs in college football."
RONNIE SMITH, Clemson Linebacker— "Be-
cause of the diverse responsibilities of a linebacker,
I have to contend with opposing receivers, running
back and linemen. Our 1975 opponents offered
excellent competition at all these positions with
many individuals ranking with the best in the na-
tion, and several are back this year. This year's
ACC competition should be enhanced by receivers
Elijah Marshall of N. C. State and Joey Walters
of Clemson. Also, many exceptional running
backs return with North Carolina's rugged Mike
Voight heading the list. Voight's size, speed and
durability make him almost unstoppable. Of spe-
cial interest to me are the many outstanding offen-
sive linemen which return. With this potential
strength, many ACC teams' performances will be
augmented by standouts Billy Bryan of Duke,
Mark Cantrell and Tommy Burkett of North Caro-
lina and Jimmy Weeks of Clemson. The ACC
promises very exciting competition this fall which
will rank with any in the nation."
TONY BENJAMIN, Duke Running Back— "The best defensive player that I have faced is undoubtedly Maryland's great lineman of a cou-
ple of years back, Randy White, but I am looking forward to playing against Rod Broadway, North Carolina's outstanding tackle this season.
Rod is a great competitor and I have a lot of respect for him because of that. He possesses all the qualities of a great lineman—size, strength
and speed. His great size and strength make him always tough to run inside against, and his speed makes him a dangerous pursuer. This is
our senior year and we are hoping to go out in style. I think my biggest consolation is that with Jacob's Blocking Trophy winner Billy Bryan
in front of me, I'll feel a lot safer."
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The Citadel Series
Three years ago when The Citadel came to Clemson to
play the Tigers, Coach Red Parker was somewhat ap-
prehensive. Because between the 1972 and 1973 sea-
sons, Parker had changed his colors from the light blue of
the Bulldogs to the bright orange of the Tigers.
And although three seasons have gone by, there is still a
"Citadel Connection" which Parker must face this after-
noon.
The Citadel seniors, and maybe a few red shirt juniors,
were "Parker Players" and what players several of them
turned out to be.
Running back Andy Johnson was Southern Conference
player-of-the-year in 1974, was laid low with an injury last
season, but is back today stronger than ever.
Linebacker Brian Ruff grabbed the player-of-the-year
honors in the conference last season, and it's not uncom-
mon to see his name mentioned on pre-season All-
America teams this year. And it will be no surprise to see
his name on post-season A-A teams.
Safety Ralph Ferguson, defensive tackle Randy
Johnson and defensive guard David Sollazzo are also
scheduled to start today and all three were Parker recruits.
In his last full season Andy Johnson gained a conference
record 1 ,373 yards and was ranked sixth in the nation
rushing. He led the Citadel team in rushing as a sophomore
with 537 yards, although he suffered a broken rib in a
pre-season scrimmage and made only three starts. He is
one of the nation's premier running backs.
Ruff has credentials as glittering as Johnson. He was the
ringleader in The Citadel's rank of fifth-in-the-nation
against scoring last season, was second team All-America
as named by The Associated Press and was voted national
AP lineman-of-the-week after making 19 tackles, tipping
one pass and recovering two fumbles against Furman.
Film grading has given him an incredible 542 tackles in the
past three years.
So when Parker talks in glowing words of Bulldog
players, he just isn't blowing smoke. He knows of what he
talks.
Although Clemson holds a decided 25-5-1 edge in the
series dating back to 1 909, many of the victories have not
come easy. And 1973 was one of these. The Bulldogs
scored first and missed the extra point. Clemson pushed
over two tallies and made both PATs. But Ruff intercepted
a Ken Pengitore pass and the Cadets scored with 6:45 left
in the game. A two-point run attempt by Harry Lynch was
stopped short and it took two Clemson interceptions after
that to stop Citadel threats, the last one coming with 10
seconds left in the game.
Today's game is expected to be the same type of hard
fought game. Anyone who suits up and thinks differently is
in for a surprise.
DEBBIE CANNON
Sophomore from Spartan-
burg
3.3 Grade Point Ratio out of a
possible 4.0
Majoring in Science Teaching
Member of first Clemson
women's varsity swim team
Set school records in:
50 yard freestyle
100 yard freestyle
200 yard freestyle
500 yard freestyle
And, a member of school
record holder
200 yard medley relay team
200 yard freestyle relay
team
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OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
President Robert C. Edwards
It's good to have you as our guest
today on the Clemson University cam-
pus for an afternoon of Tiger football.
College football has become as much
of an American tradition as some of the
events we have celebrated during our
Bicentennial. Indeed, a strong intercol-
legiate athletic program is a valuable
asset to a university and to the students it
serves. Pride in victory and in school
spirit is also part of the fabric of our heri-
tage.
It seems appropriate in this year of
reflection to give thought to the educa-
tional taproot from which has grown this
great tradition of intercollegiate competi-
tion. We are here today because Clem-
son University is here, and Clemson, like
other colleges and universities, is about
education.
Higher education has come through
some rough times since the late 1960s
when campus unrest and protest were
widespread. It became the vogue to
make universities and their adminis-
trators the whipping posts for many of
society's ills.
Now it appears that in 1976, history is
repeating itself, although in a different
form. In recent months higher education
once again has become the target of se-
vere criticism, especially in a book,
Caroline Bird's The Case Against Col-
lege, which has received national atten-
tion. It attacks the very concept of a col-
lege education, using generalizations
and popular myths to create a distorted
picture.
Criticism per se is not the issue here. It
would be more than foolish to even
suggest that higher education never de-
serves criticism. What is the urgent con-
College:
It's Worth It
cern, and the thing which is disturbing, is
that this type of across-the-board indict-
ment of our colleges and universities will
be accepted as factual without a relent-
less, personal inquisitiveness from each
of us. If we don't do this, then we indeed
have a true American tragedy.
If there ever was a time for believers in
higher education to come forward and
speak up, it is now. The public deserves
— and has a responsibility, if you will —
to have the case for higher education
stated in a clear, undistorted way.
A favorite expression in football
strategy suggests that the best defense is
a good offense. I propose that our col-
leges and universities, especially those
member institutions of the national
land-grant system, have been on the of-
fense for more than 100 years, ever since
Congress gave us the ball in the form of
the Morrill Act which established the
land-grant system of higher education in
1862.
This system has given every American
so many reasons to be proud. State uni-
versities and land-grant institutions don't
need to make any apologies for their
performance in the public arena. It is a
fact the influence of land-grant institu-
tions extends into the homes and work-
ing lives of all Americans, and of many
peoples around the world.
Clemson, as are other state and land-
grant universities, is concerned with the
real world and people's problems: im-
proving the quality of life for all our citi-
zens — better housing, adequate
supplies of food and fiber, energy, the
protection of our environment and
natural resources. Yes, these and many
other basic concerns.
Consider these remarkable land-grant
institution achievements: discovery of
streptomycin for treatment and control
of tuberculosis; development of the
anti-coagulant dicoumarol which pre-
vents blood clotting: development of the
TV tube, the transistor, the first cyclo-
tron, and production of pure uranium.
Clemson' s impressive contributions to
the quality of life include development of
new food products and nutrient-rich
food substitutes: major advances in food
production and harvesting; break-
throughs in biomedical research such as
artificial body implants and replace-
ments; special programs for the young,
the elderly, the sightless, the mentally
handicapped.
From these few examples, it is obvious
the cumulative benefits of state and
land-grant university research has more
than repaid the public for tax dollars
spent in support of these institutions.
I believe that some of the finest
spokesmen for the value of higher edu-
cation are the millions of men and
women who have been richly-served by
their college diplomas.
The real facts — the true story —
about modern higher education also
makes interesting reading. In most cases,
truth is indeed stranger and more excit-
ing than fiction.
College is worth it.
CLElvISOlSr UNIVERSITY
BILL McLELLAN Athletic Director
Very few of his peers can boast of
the formal training or experience
which Bill McLellan has acquired over
the past 17 years.
Only the third man to own the title of
Director of Athletics at Clemson,
McLellan was elevated to his present
position Feb. 4, 1971, following more
than a decade of service to the univer-
sity's athletic department.
That service began as an appren-
ticeship in the spring of 1958, on the
eve of two consecutive post-season
bowl appearances by the football Ti-
gers.
Carrying the title of assistant busi-
ness manager, McLellan had been
credited with handling the majority of
the university's athletic business and
operation long before his appointment
as the school's athletic director.
His duties included such things as the overall operation of the ticket
office and mail room ; the overseer of purchases and expenditures by the
department; and the supervision of all the department's athletic facilities.
After a majority of his staff had called it a day, McLellan wound up on the
football practice field where he assisted his former coach, Frank Howard,
with the latter's gridiron chores.
In 1966 McLellan was named Clemson's assistant athletic director, and
two years later as associate AD.
During the past decade, Clemson's athletic physical plant experienced
a major face lifting under McLellan's direction.
The Tiger basketball team plays in Littlejohn Coliseum, now eight years
old and the newest cage facility in the Atlantic Coast Conference. Last
year the cagers won a school-record 18 games.
Six years ago the baseball team christened a new facility, and this past
spring, recorded its 19th consecutive winning season, made its second
straight trip to NCAA post-season playoffs and its third trip to the College
World Series.
In 1972 the A. Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, surrounded by 14 Laykold
courts, was completed; and in the same year, the soccer team, winner of
four straight ACC titles, moved to a Bermuda-turfed field, complete with
bleachers and electric scoreboard.
A new all-weather, nine-lane track was used for the first time in 1973,
the same year the Jervey Athletic Center was occupied. This facility
houses all athletic personnel, has carpeted dressing rooms for each
athletic team, workout and training rooms and a two-court, tartan-
surfaced gym.
And last winter, the Tiger swimming teams opened their season in the
new Fike Natatorium with its electrically-timed eight-lane pool and sepa-
rate diving tank.
McLellan's efforts have been directed in many areas since 1958, and
regardless of the matter at hand or the sport in season, he is continually
looking for ways to improve both the athletic program and the university's
overall goals.
A native of Hamer, McLellan, 44, played football for Clemson and was a
member of the Tigers' 1952 Gator Bowl team.
He married the former Ann Rogers of Fork, June 5, 1 954, and they have
four children— Suzy, a junior atWinthrop; Bill, a freshman at Spartanburg
Methodist College; Cliff, a senior at Pendleton High School; and Arch
Anna, a freshman at Pendleton High.
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RED PARKER
Head Football Coach
The Clemson Tiger Express, bound
for the nation's football elite and des-
tined to reach its goal, suffered a
temporary derailment one year ago,
but Red Parker sees no reason why
his Tigers cannot get back on track in
pursuit of their original goal.
Entering his fourth season as chief
engineer of Clemson's football for-
tunes, Parker laid the track for the Ti-
gers' return trip to the top of the Atlan-
tic Coast Conference.
He came to Tigertown in December,
1972, following a season when Clem-
son had managed but four gridiron vic-
tories.
Yet the Hampton, Ark., native,
whose repertoire included head
coaching stints at Fordyce, Ark., High
School, Arkansas A&M and The
Citadel, brought an exciting triple op-
tion offense and a heart full of dedication with him.
His first season, 1 973, was a success. Clemson recorded five wins and
scored 231 points, more than any other Tiger team had accumulated in
any one of the previous 13 campaigns.
One year later, Parker faced a season with a more confident group of
players, but against an even tougher schedule than the year before.
It was Excitement Galore, as the Tigers won seven and lost four, and
missed an eight-win season and a post-season bowl trip by two points and
90 seconds.
For his achievement, Parker was recognized as Coach-of-the-Year in
both the State of South Carolina and the ACC.
Then, despite some key losses, Clemson was picked as the team to
beat for the '75 ACC crown. But some unexpected and uncontrollable
bounces of the football, together with some critical injuries to key person-
nel, led to a dismal season.
But Parker, who has never served as anything but a head coach, spent
the next nine months going over the things that might have been, the
things as they were and the things that were going to be in hopes of putting
the Tigers back on the track where they left off in '74 — as one of the
nation's most exciting football teams.
Parker's collegiate coaching began at his alma mater, Arkansas A&M
where his teams posted a 29-19-2 record from 1961 through 1965. In his
last three seasons there his teams were 24-5-1 and won a pair of confer-
ence championships. He then went to The Citadel where in seven sea-
sons the Bulldogs were 39-34, including an 8-3 finish in 1971.
But his climb in the coaching world started at Fordyce where he took a
team that had lost 22 straight, and in eight seasons, amassed a 75-12-4
record. At one stretch Fordyce won 37 straight games and bagged three
consecutive Arkansas prep titles.
Parker, the 1 9th man to hold the head football job at Clemson, now has
a 15-year collegiate record of 82-72-2.
The 44-year-old Parker (he'll be 45 Oct. 26th) earned a BA degree from
Arkansas A&M at College Heights, Ark., in 1953. In his undergraduate
days he earned three letters as a running back-defensive back, three as a
second baseman-shortstop and three as a sprinter.
He married the former Betty Goggans of Rison, Ark., May 26, 1951.
They have three children — Mrs. Vicki Wallace; Cindy, a senior at Clem-
son; and Jim Mack, a sophomore at D. W. Daniel High School.
DISPLAY YOUR
CAMPUS KEEPSAKES
Get Your School Letters Out Of The Mothballs
And Enjoy Those Special Memories
And Moments Of Pride Again!
Customized designs from Campus Keepsakes offer you a handsome
and personal way to display your high school or college letters. These
beautiful hand-crafted needlework creations are one-of-a-kind — done in
your school colors and mounted in quality wooden frames.
Just send us your school letter with the coupon below indicating your
choice for names, initials, dates and symbols.
The cost for a basic design (shown above center) with any combination
of up to 20 letters or numerals, ready to hang in your office or den in a 1
4
1/2
x 1 6V2 frame, is just $40. Each additional letter or numeral is $1 . Sports
symbols are $10 each. For example, the design shown above right is $81
($40 plus 11 additional letters (5 $1 and three symbols (§ $10). Larger
frame sizes and special insignia are also available, and prices will be
quoted upon request.
The uniqueness of each order requires that we quote you a total cost
immediately upon receiving your order coupon, school letter and $40
deposit. A $3 charge will be added to your order to cover postage and
handling. Work will begin only after receiving your go-ahead. Delivery
may be expected within four weeks after confirmation is received. All work
guaranteed.
See Campus Keepsakes designs at Robin Hood Wool Shop, 336
College Avenue in Clemson. On display Fridays prior to football
Saturdays from 5 to 9 p.m. and on football Saturdays from 10 a.m. to
Noon and from 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
MAIL TO
Aliens' Creations, Inc.
Box 452, Clemson, South Carolina 29631 — Telephone 803/654-3594
Your Name
Mailing Address
Design Information: (Complete only for those items you want included in
design.)
School Name _ Team Nickname
Years 19_Name or Initials
Symbol (Football. Band, etc.
Background color desired
19
., 19
Jersey Number
19
Enclose school letter and $40 deposit and send CERTIFIED MAIL.
S. C. residents add 4°o sales tax.
Please send me information about designs for scholarship medals,
school rings and other memorabilia.
Have a keepsake or idea for design that's different from those men-
tioned here?
Send us a sketch or photo and we'll send you a proposal for a
customized design. Aliens' Creations offers custom framing
and original needlework. We specialize in sports and
academic designs for high school and college memorabilia.
AN IDEAL GIFT!
Clemson Assistant Coaches
DWIGHT ADAMS TOM BASS LARRY BECKISH JOE BURSON ED EMORY BUDDY KING
Defensive Ends Assistant Backfield Receivers Defensive Backs Offensive Line Assistant Offensive
and Scout Team Line
TOM MOORE DON MURRY CHARLEY PELL HAROLD STEELMAN CLYDE WRENN
Assistant Defensive Offensive Coordinator Assistant Head Coach Defensive Interior Recruiting Coordinator
Backs & Scout Team and Backs & Defensive Coordinator
CLEMSON
FOOTBALL
WITH
RED PARKER
Filmed highlights of today's game with Coach Red Parker and the Voice of the Clemson Tigers, Jim Phillips,
can be seen each Sunday afternoon at 12:30 on WFBC-TV and the following stations:
WCIV-TV Charleston WRDW-TV North Augusta
WBTW-TV Florence WNOK-TV Columbia
Sponsored by: ^03fck MP^^Em* H Jtfji
mi First National Bank
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE , SOUTH CAROLINA
J$k Intcberbocfeer
(ClpmamtSmiunura Mms (Elutljtng Atljlrtir tflutljiniji
BENGAL TIGER
Conceived and designed by Andrea Sadek. The original
renderings are the work of S. Nakamura, the most
talented member of a family of Japanese ceramic artists.
The original sculptures and molds were executed by S.
Kawahara, the foremost and outstanding ceramic artist
of Japan.
#7762. Bengal Tiger, I8V2" long. Beautifully executed
by Andrea of bisque finish porcelain, stressing natural
coloring and detail in an effort to produce an outstand-
ing product in a matte finish. This Bengal Tiger shows
the pride, strength, and beauty of the species. Price,
$99.95.
#8099, Bengal Tiger, 12" long. Same as above. Price,
$49.95.
Jfk iJmcfeerbocfeer
104 College Avenue Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Telephone 803-654-4203
Name
Address
Town
Order
State Zip
(Check correct size if ordering blazer)
3fi 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 50 52
R
L
XL
S
All orders must include 49c S. C. Sales Tax, Plus $1.50
for shipping and handling. Send check, money order, or
BankAmericard or Master Charge number and expira-
tion date.
THE CLEMSON CLASSIC
A sure winner for the football and basketball season. The
favorite shade of Orange chosen by hundreds of Clem-
son fans. 100% polyester doubleknit, specially knitted to
our own exacting specifications. This is why our Clem-
son Classic Blazer has earned a solid reputation for
wearing longer and keeping its crisp shape better. Price,
$55.00.
REMOVABLE BREAST POCKET FLAP WITH TIGER
PAW, AVAILABLE. PRICE, $2.95.
The Classic Blazer can be exchanged for proper fit
within 10 days after purchase.
first
place
in
fashion
meyers/arnold
All-For-You Policy
Meyers / Arnold started and grew on an all-for-you policy. Since 1903
Meyers Arnold has maintained Its position of first in fashion by constantly
sending its buyers to markets throughout the country. First in value, we con-
tinually offer the finest merchandise at great savings You will find
Meyers ' Arnold is always first in service because we offer so many conveni-
ences to our customers-
Personalized Charge:
The key to many Meyers Arnold personalized services, designed especially
for the convenience of you, our charge customers. We'll keep you informed
about special events You will be first to know about the values offered in
our great Annual Sales events and have the opportunity to participate in
the Courtesy Days preceding our ma|or sales
Personal Shopper:
Anna Dale, Meyers 'Arnold's personal shopper will be delighted to help you
shop from your home Call her, or wn te her, she'll be happy to purchase
the items you wish, charge them to your ac count and send them to you
To its millions of avid followers,
college football is the most colorful
and exciting of spectator sports— not
only for the wildly improbable occur-
rences on the playing field and the
stunning upsets that happen some-
where each Saturday, but also because
of the continual arrival and departure
of superstars, the players who give the
game so much of its flavor and ro-
mance. Last year's heroes may be this
year's alumni; many of this season's
household names thrilled the hearts of
only their mothers and girlfriends
barely a fortnight ago.
This is especially true of the offen-
sive side of the line of scrimmage.
Rocket-armed quarterbacks, sizzling
Pittsburgh coach Johnny Majors stands alongside his potential Heisman Trophy
winner, the elusive, hard-running Tony Dorsett.
halfbacks and elusive receivers can
light up the landscape with their bril-
liance in their freshman year, while
most defensive players must toil until
their junior or senior year before gain-
ing notoriety.
It's always comforting to know, of
course, that your favorite team's All-
America fullback will return this fall,
but it's even more exciting to learn
that a possible future O.J. Simpson or
Joe Namath has enrolled during the
off-season and is waiting in the wings
for a chance to show his stuff.
Therefore, let's take a nation-wide
look not only at this season's estab-
lished offensive greats, but at those
youngsters whose names will be set in
bold type in the country's sports pages
before the season is out.
Quarterbacks and runners get the
lion's share of press and public atten-
tion, of course, because they're usu-
ally the guys who gain the yardage and
score the touchdowns. A great quar-
terback can turn a just-average team
into a perennial winner, but when an
already excellent team is led by a
superb passer and field general, na-
tional prominence for both seems in-
evitable. Such is the situation at Cali-
fornia where wonderfully talented Joe
Roth has made Bear fans forget Steve
Bartkowski. Roth is the prototype of a
top quarterback :6'-4", 205 lbs., a dead-
ly accurate passer, cool, intelligent,
continued on 3t
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It takes a long time to make a good cable knit. We know
because we make more cables, in more styles than anyone else.
So, if you appreciate good craftsmanship, as well as a
great fashion look for football weather, you'll love these
cables from Jantzen. From $23 to $28.
antzen
A source of pride
JANTZEN INC.. PORTLAND. OREGON 97208
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and a quietly articulate leader.
While Roth is a classic drop-back
passer, Nolan Cromwell of Kansas
could well be the nation's premier op-
tion quarterback. Emerging from
obscurity last season, he led the
Jayhawks to a stunning upset victory
over national champion Oklahoma. He
should be even more impressive this
season.
The Big Eight has two other quarter-
backs with claims to national
honors—Vince Ferragamo of Nebraska
and Steve Pisarkiewicz of Missouri.
Minnesota's Tony Dungy will get a
lot of national attention if the
Gophers, a legitimate dark horse in
the Big Ten, have a big season. Few
quarterbacks have treated fans to such
impromptu heroics as did Harvard's
Jim Kubacki last season, rising from a
substitute on the junior varsity to be-
come the nation's fourth-ranking
player in total offense. Harvard coach
joe Restic loudly insists Kubacki is the
nation's best. Another Ivy League
quarterback who will garner laurels
this season is Pennsylvania's Bob
Graustein.
There are at least two quarterbacks
of the game-breaker variety who,
though relatively unknown, have the
talent to skyrocket to fame this fall if
fortune smiles: Jack Henderson of
Oregon and Ricky Wesson of SMU.
Keep an eye on Michigan State's in-
coming freshman quarterback Mike
Marshall. One of the most intensely re-
cruited prep players in the country last
winter (250 colleges tried to get him),
he could be a freshman flash of major
magnitude if he gets a chance to play.
The same is true of Georgia Tech
freshman Mike Jolley.
This year, like last, will produce a
bumper crop of runners. As always,
those who have the fortune to play on
highly-ranked teams will get most of
the honors, while many equally good
ball carriers on lesser teams will bask
in obscurity. As the season opens, the
best chances for national prominence
belong to Ricky Bell of Southern Cali-
fornia, Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh, Rob
Lytle of Michigan, Earl Campbell of
Texas, Wendell Tyler of UCLA, and
Mike Voight of North Carolina. Bell
and Lytle, both remarkably clean-cut,
intelligent and mature young men,
may face off in the Rose Bowl next
January 1. Dorsett could well be re-
membered years from now as one of
the half dozen greatest runners in the
history of college football.
Other runners who have an excel-
lent chance to win national honors this
season are: Pete Johnson, a thunder-
ous fullback in the best Ohio State
tradition; Fast Freddie Williams of
Arizona State (a team that could go
undefeated); Jerry Eckwood of Arkan-
sas; Kent State's Art Best (a transfer
from Notre Dame); Rob Carpenter of
Miami (Ohio); Walter Packer of Mis-
sissippi State; Terry Miller of Okla-
homa State; Glen Capriola of Boston
College; Terry Robiskie of LSU; Tony
Benjamin of Duke; and Kevin McLee
of Georgia.
There is one great runner that de-
serves special mention because he will
likely be this year's prime unsung
hero—a fate that often befalls superb
players on teams with lean won-lost
records. Last season Indiana's
Courtney Snyder carried the ball an
incredible 291 times, but still managed
a 4.3 yard average. Defenses are al-
ways rigged to stop him because
everyone in the park knows he's going
to get the ball. He isn't big (197 lbs.)
and he isn't the fastest, but he has an
amazing ability to stay on his feet and
a knack for running over tacklers
nearly twice his size.
Each fall a few young running backs
(freshmen, suddenly mature sopho-
mores, or junior college transfers) leap
to national attention. This year, as al-
ways, there are a score of youngsters
whose advance notices suggest they
may be the next O.J. Simpson or Tony
Dorsett, but the best chances for sud-
Receiver Larry Seivers has the hands,
speed and moves to give him national
honors and add to the strength of the
Tennessee Vols.
Ricky Bell led the country in rushing in
1975, and will be a certain contender for
the highest honors this season.
den stardom belong to freshman
halfback Curtis Dickey of Texas A&M,
sophomores Ted Brown of North
Carolina State and William Andrews of
Auburn, and junior college transfers
Gary Nair of Oregon and David (De-
acon) Turner of San Diego State. The
University of Florida seems to have hit
the jackpot in the super-rookie
sweepstakes—the Gators have a new-
comer who may be the fastest football
player in the nation: Willie Wilder
who runs a 5.9 60-yard dash. Notre
Dame also has a pair of gem-quality
freshman runners—Vegas Ferguson
and Ty Dickerson—though one or
both of them could be assigned to the
defensive backfield if help is needed
there.
If any column space is left over after
sportswriters have finished eulogizing
quarterbacks and halfbacks, it usually
goes to the receivers of which there
are two sub-species, wide receivers
and tight ends. Of the former group,
Larry Seivers of Tennessee, Mike Ren-
fro of Texas Christian, John Jefferson
of Arizona State, Tony Hill of Stanford,
Jim Smith of Michigan, Preston Den-
nard of New Mexico and John Mas-
tronardo of Villanova have already
proven their excellence. If given a
choice of any two of this group, most
coaches would likely choose Seivers
and Renfro, but for different reasons.
Seivers has a seemingly magical abili'y
to catch any pass, however erratic or
off-target, thrown anywhere in his vic-
inity. Renfro, son of all-pro Ray, has
continued on 7t
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With frame of iron and heart of steel,
You've earned the nation's cheers.
You strode among the valiant few
Who whipped the passing years.
And may you wave forever, Pudge,
On through eternal space.
To you who helped to make the game
That helped to make our race!
—Grantland Rice
HLFFbLFINCbit
'hen young and old get to-
gether to discuss sports, the elders
usually will staunchly defend the cal-
ibre of play in their day. The moderns
scoff at such audacity, pointing out
that athletes are bigger and stronger
today—therefore, more skillful.
But there are legends who tran-
scend such logical arguments. In the
minds of Americans who closely fol-
low sport, names like Babe Ruth, Red
Grange, Jim Thorpe and Joe Louis are
bigger than life. They are the giants.
William Walter (Pudge) Heffelfin-
ger, Yale, class of '91, is such a man.
Tales of his incredible accomplish-
ments are woven into the fabric of
football history. Surely, the name is
unforgettable, but this was much
more than a man with a colorful
monicker.
As Grantland Rice waxes poetically
above, his beloved Pudge was among
the greatest football players who
ever lived, certainly the most notori-
ous gridder of his day—which, inci-
dentally, included active participation
in the game from 1884 to 1933.
When Jay Berwanger, the first
Heisman Trophy winner, wasn't yet a
twinkle in his father's eye, Pudge
Heffelfinger already was being im-
mortalized as a grid giant. To this
day, he is recognized as one of foot-
ball's all-time guards. Yes, a line-
man. Yet his accomplishments rank
with those of any glamor running-
back.
Heffelfinger, who was a mere 6'-2",
by Nick Peters, Richmond INDEPENDENT
200 pounds despite the Bunyanesque
image he created, was born in Min-
neapolis, Dec. 20, 1867. Football was
a mixture of soccer and rugby when
his athletic build allowed the young-
ster to excel at the sport as a 15-
year-old schoolboy.
He organized a team at Central
High in 1884 and attracted so much
attention as its star back, he was in-
duced to play some games for the
University of Minnesota while still a
prep! In fact, it was a foregone con-
clusion he would continue his educa-
tion as a Gopher until a Yale alum-
nus, Harlow Gale, tutored the athlete
and pointed him toward New Haven.
There was disappointment in Min-
neapolis, of course, but Pudge's
father, a wealthy businessman, ap-
proved of the choice—on one con-
dition. "Walter," he supposedly said,
"when you get to Yale, see to it they
don't call you 'Pudge'—that's a ridic-
ulous nickname."
Heffelfinger agreed and for awhile
he was known as Heff around the
Connecticut campus. But soon, word
leaked that Pudge was his REAL nick-
name and it soon became famous.
After all, William Heffelfinger has no
more of a ring than Harold Grange or
George Ruth, does it?
Walter Camp was the Yale football
coach when Heff reported for prac-
tice in 1888, but then team captains
were more influencial in deciding
who played than were the coaches.
Yale's captain that season was Pa
...A tongue
twisting giant from
football's past
4t
Corbin, a 24-year-old campus hero
with a handlebar moustache.
Pudge, of course, entertained vi-
sions of stardom as a runningback
for Yale, but he had to prove himself
with the freshman squad first. For-
tunately, Corbin was a sideline ob-
server one day when freshman coach
Kid Wallace gave Pudge a chance to
return a punt.
That early dedication provided a
solid foundation for a man who
played 50 minutes against Ohio
State at age 55 and nine minutes in
an Alumni Game at Central High
when he was 65! Pro ball wasn't big
in Pudge's day, but he is believed to
be the first paid football player after
receiving $500 for a game at Pitts-
burgh in 1892.
The next year, and it is a little-
known fact, Heffelfinger went west-
ward and coached the University of
California at Berkeley to a 5-1-1 rec-
ord. The only blemishes were a 16-4
loss to Reliance Club at neighboring
Piedmont and a 6-6 standoff with
Stanford witnessed by 15,000 fans on
a rainy day in San Francisco.
Long after his regular playing days
were over, Pudge would jump at the
chance to show his stuff on the grid-
iron. At 48, while helping to coach
at New Haven, Heffelfinger demon-
strated his exuberance for the game
by eagerly mixing it with the varsity
stars.
"I knew that if I were to get their
respect as a line coach, I had to lick
continued on 9t
Introducing
the dollar stretchers
Your SAFECO agent is a good person to know.
Because he can show you more than 136 ways to stretch your insurance dollar.
Here are some examples.
1 . Cut costs on disability insur-
ance by increasing the elimi-
nation period. The longer the elim-
ination period (time lag between the
beginning of a disability and the first
income payment), the lower the pre-
miums.
2. Keep your valuables in a safe
place. You may be able to lower
fine arts, stamp and coin collection
insurance rates if you store the items
in bank vaults, home vaults or fire-
proof safes.
3. Go for a bigger hunk of life.
Many insurance companies offer dis-
counts for larger policies. So avoid
buying a bundle of small policies
when one might do.
4. Don't make the wrong move
with moving insurance. Before
you buy a special, and often expen-
sive, policy sold by moving compa-
nies, check your homeowners. You
may already be covered.
5. Check your life policy be-
fore you fly. If you have adequate
life insurance coverage, you won't
have to buy expensive airline trip
transit policies.
6. Unless you own an oil well,
don't invest in endowment pol-
icies. For most people, endowment
policy premiums are too high for the
value received. Many would be bet-
ter off with a straight life policy.
7. Be a boating expert. Some
companies will give you up to a 10%
discount if you complete an approved
power-boat handling course.
8. Increase deductibles on
your business insurance. You
could save up to 1 8% on your build-
ing insurance premium by carrying
a $1,000 deductible.
9. Keep an extra set of accounts
receivable. If you keep a duplicate
set at another location, you could
save up to 50% on the accounts re-
ceivable premium.
10. Check into I.R.A. retirement
plans. They provide a good way to
buy your life insurance through tax-
deductible dollars.
11. Don't get stranded by your
auto insurance. Check to see if
your comprehensive provides trans-
portation expenses if your car is
stolen. You may be able to save
yourself some car fare.
12. Goforthe big deductibles.
You could save a lot on your premi-
ums if you carry a $200 collision
deductible rather than a $100 de-
ductible—and take a $50 deductible
on comprehensive. And any loss
over $100 is deductible from your
income tax.
13. Lock the barn door before
the horse gets away. Do every-
thing you can to avoid losses to your
home. Check for hazards. Install
alarms. Buy good locks, and use
them. Keep fire department, police
and emergency medical aid num-
bers handy. It's the best way in the
world to fight rising insurance costs.
14. Don't look for bargains in
health insurance. A cheap policy
just may not be adequate. And this
is one place where it's better to have
too much than too little.
15. Buy insurance from an agent
who's not just a company man.
A local independent agent, who rep-
resents many companies and sells
many different insurance plans, may
be able to get you a better deal. Be-
cause independents are free to sell
you what's best for you. And get you
the best value to boot.
If you think these tips make
sense, see the people who wrote
the book. SAFECO
has put together a
handy, 36-page con-
sumer guide that tells
you how to get more
for your insurance
dollar. It contains the
15 tips you've just
read. Plus 121 more.
For this handy guide,
write to SAFECO
at SAFECO Plaza,
Seattle 98185.
SAFECO
SAFECO Insurance Company of America
Home Office—Seattle, Washington
THEWINNING LINE-UP
FROM DATSUN.
^ 4-DOOR SEDAN
2-DOOR SEDAN
HATCHBACK
B-210: DATSUN'S ECONOMY CHAMP. 41 MPG/HIGHWAY. 29 MPG/CITY*
«ft 5-DOOR WAGON
HARDTOP
710: THE FAMILY CAR WITH GUTS. 33 MPG/HIGHWAY. 23 MPG/CITY*
4-DOOR SEDAN
610: THE LOGICAL LUXURY CAR. 32 MPG/HIGHWAY. 23 MPG/CITY*
4-PASSENGER 2 + 2
280-Z. FUEL INJECTED PERFECTION. 27 MPG/HIGHWAY. 16 MPG/CITY*
DatQun
oaves
*ALL MILEAGE FIGURES ARE EPA MILEAGE ESTIMATES.
MANUAL TRANSMISSION. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY
WITH THE CONDITION OF YOUR CAR AND HOW IT'S DRIVEN
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Highly touted after a very successful
junior year, Cal's Joe Roth may just
be the best at quarterback in 1976.
been running pass patterns since he
was in diapers, and his elusiveness
makes him almost impossible to cover.
Wesley Walker of California should
be one of the leading catchers in the
country this year, at least partly be-
cause he will be catching quarterback
Joe Roth's on-target passes. Both john
Filliez of Marshall and Elijah Marshall
of North Carolina State could win wide
acclaim if dependable quarterbacks
can be found to get the ball to them.
Cordon Jones appears to be this
year's premier sophomore receiver,
though Mike Quintela of Louisiana
State, Keith Ellis of New Mexico and
Artie Pulsinelli of Columbia could get
a lot of attention if their teams do well.
Sophomore split end Tim Smith of
Nebraska has the talent to make it big
if the Cornhuskers bother to throw the
ball more than a few times each sea-
son.
Tight ends Don Hasselbeck of Col-
orado, Ken MacAfee of Notre Dame,
and Ozzie Newsome of Alabama are
this year's most obvious candidates for
All-America honors, although either of
two sophs, Ron Lee of Baylor and
Gene Johnson of Michigan, could steal
the laurels.
And now we come to that most ne-
glected and undeservedly anonymous
of football players, the offensive line-
man. His job requires the brawn of a
defensive tackle and the mental
quickness of a quarterback, yet there
are no statistics to record the excel-
lence of his performance. "Blocks
executed" and "passers protected"
aren't included in game records. The
futility of their plight has led the of-
fensive linemen at Purdue University
to form their own organization for
mutual comfort and support, the Frat-
ernal Order of Offensive Linemen.
They proudly wear T-shirts emblazed
with the letters FOOL.
The offensive linemen with the best
chance to escape obscurity this season
are tackles Marvin Powell of Southern
California, Mike Vaughan of Oklaho-
ma, Bob Lingenfelter of Nebraska,
Warren Bryant of Kentucky, Chris
Ward of Ohio State, Mike Fagan of
North Carolina State, Dennis Swilley
of Texas A&M, Val Belcher of Hous-
ton, and Ted Albrecht of California,
plus guards Joel Parrish of Georgia,
Ernie Hughes of Notre Dame, David
Gerasimchuk of Alabama, Leon White
of Colorado, Tom Brzoza of
Pittsburgh, Dave Ostrowski of Auburn,
Carl Dean of New Mexico State and
Vic Staffieri of Yale.
Oklahoma's Mike Vaughan is the
prototype of a great offensive lineman.
He stands 6'-5" and weighs 282
pounds. He's a remarkably stable, in-
telligent and polite young man, with
the pink-cheeked and curly-haired
good looks of a little boy. He also pos-
sesses an olympian appetite. On a re-
cent afternoon we watched as he en-
joyed a between-meals snack of four
half-pound cheeseburgers, a half gal-
lon of milk and two bowls of pretzels.
Southern Cal's Marvin Powell, prob-
ably the greatest offensive lineman in
that school's history, is the sort of
clean-cut young man fathers hope
their daughters will marry. Nebraska's
Bob Lingenfelter, whose 6'-7", 282
pounds are topped by a luxuriant
beard, could play the role of Paul Bun-
yan without makeup.
Georgia coach Vince Dooley says
that Joel Parrish is the most gifted of-
fensive lineman he has ever coached,
which is rather like Paul Bryant saying
someone is the best quarterback he's
ever had.
In an average year, there are only
one or two All-America calibre centers
in the country. This season there's a
bumper crop; at least five centers are
competing for top honors, any one of
whom in some other years would be
consensus All-America choices. They
are: Georgia Tech's Leo Tierney, Mark
Cantrell of North Carolina, Robbie
Moore of Florida, Billy Bryan of Duke,
and Bob Rush of Memphis State.
You've probably noticed an ironic
coincidence— they're all from the
Southeast.
Which brings us, finally, to that
pampered dilettante, the player who
never works up a plebian sweat, who
rarely gets his knickers soiled in crass
physical contact, but who provides the
winning margin in many, many
games—the field goal kicker. The bet-
ter ones this season are Dan Beaver of
Illinois, Ohio State's Tom Skladany,
Dave Jacobs of Syracuse, David Posey
Florida's Robbie Moore is a standout cen-
ter in a league featuring many fine sam-
ples of the same.
of Florida, Steve LaPlant of San Diego
State, and Neil O'Donoghue of Au-
burn. O'Donoghue, a recent emigrant
from the Emerald Isle, is a winsome
young man who has captured the
hearts of his deep south teammates.
He says, "Pass the turnip greens and
sow-belly, y'all" in the most charming
Irish brogue. $
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IF YOU CAN'T COME TO HOLLAND
HAVE A H EINEKEN.
The taste of Holland, pure and incomparable,
comes through clearly in each and every glass
of Heineken. Light or Dark— or on draft.
Incidentally, this 300-year old windmill in
Holland is dedicated toVan Munching of New
York, exclusive importers of Heineken Beer in
theUSA
Heineken tastes tremendous. No wonder it's
America's #1 imported beer.
HEFFELFINGER continued from 4t
them physically," he said. "Because
of my stand-up stance, I still could
start quicker than the youngsters and
I was still hard as nails. A couple of
the guys got roughed up and that's
how the story started that I had
wrecked the varsity line."
Head coach Tad Jones pulled the
oldtimer out of the demonstration
and admonished him. "I had to kick
Heff off the field," Jones recalled. "I
had to tell him to confine his efforts
to vocal instead of physical instruc-
tion."
After a four-year absence while he
served as a draft board commissioner
and Red Cross worker in Minneapolis
during World War I, Pudge returned
to Yale in 1920 and, at age 52, was
barred from taking on the varsity.
"Don't worry about me," Heffelfin-
ger assured Jones. "I know I'm 52,
but I've been keeping in good shape
and the doctor said it was okay." To
which Tad replied: "It's not your
health we're worrying about, Heff.
We're short of linemen and we're
afraid you might hurt some of the
boys."
His feelings hurt, Pudge left New
Haven and never again volunteered
to help with the coaching. But his
days on the football field were not
over. In 1822, a group of all-stars was
selected to face the Ohio State grads
for charity at Columbus. Some of the
players laughed when 54-year-old Heff
joined the squad.
"Bo McMillin, our quarterback,
didn't like the idea of having a rheu-
matic old man up there in the line,"
Pudge explained. "Bo thought it was
a press-agent gag and he didn't bother
to hide his feelings. It made my blood
boil. They made me wear a head-
guard and I forgot to duck a blocker
on a punt, so I threw my shoulder
out. But I came to play, so I stayed
in there 51 minutes and we won 16-0.
"I never claimed to be the greatest
guard of my own generation, let
alone all time, but when it came to
running interference, I didn't take a
back seat to anybody. I was a very
good open-field blocker from the
guard position. When McMillin scored
on a 50-yard run for our second
touchdown, it was the 'old man' who
took out the Ohio State end. Bo said
he was amazed and called me the
fastest man on the field."
In the fall of 1933, as he ap-
proached his 66th birthday, Pudge re-
luctantly agreed to play in the St.
Paul charity game, coaxed by pro-
moters who feared a big loss. By now,
Heff had a paunch and uniforms
weren't big enough to fit his swelling
240 pounds.
"I didn't try to run interference
that day," he said. "I just bulled
through. A defensive man kicked me
on the knee, accidentally, while I was
lying flat. It hurt a lot and the knee
began to stiffen. I got smart and quit
voluntarily after nine minutes of play.
That was the only time I left a game
without orders from the bench."
When he wasn't fooling around on
the football field, Pudge was active
in politics and real estate in Minnea-
polis. He later joined with his nephew
Totton in forming Heffelfinger Publi-
cations, which later became an ad-
vertising agency. In later years, he
frequently made trips to New York,
where newsmen eagerly kept the leg-
end alive. He died at 86, April 3,
1954, in Blessing, Texas.
"Pudge was the fastest big man I
ever saw," noted Camp. "He not only
could cover his own position, but a
good part of space on the tackle or
center side as well. He also was the
most effective man in leading inter-
ference around end that I ever saw."
Joe Williams, the New York col-
umnist, frequently wrote about his
good friend Heff. "To Pudge," he
once raved, "football was something
of a religion. He got so much out of
the game as an undergraduate, it log-
ically had to mean more to him than
most of his contemporaries.
"Though people talk about his
strength," Williams continued,
"Pudge was more a brain man than
a muscle man. Football must always
remember him for his revolutionary
concepts of line play, a much more
revealing and significant measure of
the man than the simple fact that he
had the good sense to keep his body
in shape long after his college days
were over. Imagine a man playing
the most rugged of games for 50
years!"
Heffelfinger, a member of the Na-
tional Football Foundation Hall of
Fame, shrugged off his longevity. "A
game that can keep you so young
and vibrant and all steamed up is a
precious thing," Pudge declared. "I
stayed in the game because I loved
football and body contact. I played
football for the same reasons that
other middle-aged men played golf
and tennis. Those are strenuous
games, but they lacked something I
wanted — the fierce elation that
comes from throwing your body
across an opponent's knees and feel-
ing him hit the turf with a solid
crack."
Crantland Rice, who also died in
1954, was a longtime friend of Pudge,
constantly marvelling in print over
the old man's stamina. Grannie prob-
ably summed up Heffelfinger best
when he said: "Pudge was unques-
tionably the most amazing football
player I have ever known." <£
A close-up of the 1888 Yale team that outscored its opponents 698-0. Pudge Heffel-
finger stands in the center, back. Amos Alonzo Stagg on the far left.
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low often have you seen a foot-
ball team stumble aimlessly around
on offense and then suddenly come
to life the final two minutes before
halftime, or the end of the game?
It's a minor phenomena, but it hap-
pens.
The two-minute or fast offense is
a drill designed to move the ball
quickly down field for a field goal or
touchdown while making judicious
use of the clock.
There is, naturally, a sense of ur-
gency in this situation, but attacking
teams would be wise to remember a
motto of John Wooden, the retired
UCLA basketball coach: "Be quick,
but don't hurry."
Quarterbacks have two game plans:
one for the regular portion of the
game and the other for the two-min-
ute offense.
In the two-minute offense, the
quarterback is provided with what
coaches call high percentage running
or passing plays.
Because the opposition sometimes
figures a trailing team will resort
mainly to passes in the two-minute
drill, the draw play is often used as
by Mai Florence, Los Angeles TIMES
the basic running play.
As for pass plays, coaches usually
depend on a quick, inside pattern or
one breaking toward the sidelines.
Thus, if the pass is complete, the re-
ceiver can step out of bounds to stop
the clock.
Because a team is fighting the clock
as much as it is a rival defense, there's
one play that is a staple of the two-
minute offense: deliberately throwing
the ball out of bounds to stop the
clock.
This is a play that is often used in
continued on 12t
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Bloody fTlary mix
Vodka, gin, rum, tequila — even aquavit — never
had it so good. Use 3 parts Mr and Mrs "T"
Bloody Mary Mix to 1 part of any of them. Stir over
ice for the perfect Bloody Mary.
fTlr and fTlrsT
fTlargarita mix
For that special "south of the border" taste.
Mix 3 parts Mr and Mrs "T" Margarita Mix to
1 part Tequila. Mix in blender or shaker — strain
into salt-rimmed glass. Float a lime slice. Ole.
Mr and Mrs "T" Products, 1910 E. Imperial
fTlr and fTlrsT
fTlai Tai mix
Just like you get them in The Islands. Mix 3
parts Mr and Mrs "T" Mai Tai Mix with 1 part rum
in double old fashioned glass of crushed ice.
Stir and garnish with pineapple stick and
maraschino cherry.
fTlr and fTlrsT
Whiskey Sour mix
The versatile mix. Use whiskey, scotch, rum —
whatver your choice. Mix 2 parts Mr and Mrs "T"
Whiskey Sour Mix to 1 part of your favorite
spirits. Shake well or stir over ice and garnish
with mint, cherry or orange slice.
Highway, El Segundo, Caliiornia, USA 90245
2minute offense continued fromlOt
the two-minute offense when a team
has only a few or no time outs left or
there isn't much time on the game
clock.
Or a quarterback will often throw
the ball away on first down when he
is close to a touchdown or field goal
in order to give him time to regroup
against a defensive alignment that has
suddenly changed.
In a two-minute offense, a quarter-
back often resorts to audibles: chang-
ing the play at the line of scrimmage.
For instance, let's say the quarter-
back calls right 96 in the huddle—
a
sideline pass pattern to his split end.
But, when he gets to the line of scrim-
mage, he notices that the defense has
taken this play "away" from him be-
cause of the way the secondary is
positioned.
So, as he calls signals, he'll say,
"blue, blue." This is the pre-con-
ceived audible that changes the play
to say, 82—a crossing, pass pattern to
the tight end. To the quarterback's
teammates, the code word blue
means that the original play is
scratched and 82, as pre-designed, is
the new play.
In college football, the clock stops
whenever a team makes a first down
and doesn't start again until the chains
are moved.
Thus, in the two-minute offense,
receivers are instructed to run a pass
pattern deep enough to get a first
down.
If it's second and seven, a receiver
should go eight yards on his square
out pattern—especially if the clock is
winding down.
Sometimes a team accomplishes
more offensively in 2 minutes than it
does the rest of the game. Why?
The opposition often abandons its
standard defense for a prevent de-
fense that usually consists of five de-
fensive backs and only two lineback-
ers.
The prevent is just what its name
implies: to prevent the long passing
gain.
But, a patient offensive team can
often nibble away at the prevent pro-
vided that it has enough time. A draw
here, a screen there and a team is
moving down field in 10- to 15-yard
spurts.
The prevent has taken away the
bomb, but is steadily yielding yard-
age.
Because of this, coaching thinking
has changed. A standard defense is
now being retained against the two-
minute offense instead of a gimmick
defense.
Of course, field position dictates a
defense. If there's less than one min-
ute to play and the offensive team is
on its own 20-yard line, the opposi-
tion would be more disposed to use
the prevent because the offense
doesn't have enough time to march
down the field. It has to get there in
a hurry with the bomb.
The two minute offense—one of
the most exacting and exciting aspects
of football.
It's a shame we can't see it for 60
minutes. m
thelQiilyjbmaculars
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ac^ijffi(focus
Try using ordinary binoculars to follow the Quarterback fading
back for a pass and then switching to a wide receiver sprinting
into the end zone. Can't be done. Because no matter how
good your binoculars are, you miss a lot of the action if you
can't change focus fast enough.
Bushnell's unique Insta-Focus ends this problem forever.
With Insta-Focus you can change focus as often as you want
— instantly .
Bushnell binoculars with Insta-Focus are the only binoculars
made specifically for the fan of fast moving sports action.
Racing, hunting, bird watching, anything. See them for yourself
in better camera and sporting goods stores everywhere.
For a free catalog write
.
Bushnell Optical Company, Dept. Tl 76.
Pasadena, California 91107.
FINGERTIP INSTANT FOCUSING
Bushnell
Division of Bausch & Lomb
The Innovators?
Offices in Tokyo. Vancouver, B C and Dealers the world over
GlheiS's a lot
JOld Savannah
South Ca 16I ina
Old Savannah Brick
CMtedBy^ichte
cRicht^, Brtck, PO. Box 3307, Columbia, §.C. 29230
McCRARY AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER CO.
AUTOMATIC FIRE
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. 0. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602

If You Can Afford Their Hamburgers
— You Can Afford Our Steaks
291 Enterprises, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.
EASLEY, S. C.
MYRTLE BEACH, S. C.
CHARLESTON, S. C.
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
AUGUSTA, GA.
ANDERSON, S. C.
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
GREENWOOD, S. C.
i Edgar A. Brown Student Union now fills an area that was once just an empty quadrangle between the Loggia and Harcomt
Dining Hall.
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First. For good reason.
Honda CJ-360T is an eco-
nomical bike for short touring
or luxury commuting. Great
styling, great performance,
great price. See it today!
Grady Miller's Honda
2019 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Greenville, S. C.
244-6632
CJ360T

bstitution Infractions
Illegal Procedure
or Position
Offside (Infraction
of scrimmage or
free kick formation) Illegal Motion Clipping
Ineligible Receiver
Down Field on Pass
Touchdown or
Field Goal
Personal Foul
Incomplete Forward Pass
Penalty Declined,
No Play, or No Score
Illegal use of
Hands and Arms
A
Helping the Runner, or
Interlocked Interference
Illegally Passing
or Handling Ball Forward
Ball Dead; If Hand
is Moved from Side
to Side: Touchback
Forward Pass or
Kick Catching
Interference
Illegal Shift Loss of Down Roughing the Kicker
SINCE 1907
ACCURACY
DALTON & NEVES
COMPANY
ENGINEERS
SERVICE
121 MANLY STREET
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
29601
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Today's Program
PRE-GAME
12:45 p.m. Clemson University TIGER BAND
Tiger Rouser: SOCK IT TO EM (Filmore)
TIGER RAG (Arr. Yoder)
Presentation of Colors: SINFONIANS (Williams/Tatgenhorst)
Clemson University Army ROTC Honor Guard
Commanded by Cadet Captain Charles F. Smith
Prayer: Offered by Fellowship of Christian Athletes' Representative
NATIONAL ANTHEM (Arr. Damrosch-Sousa)
THE CITADEL ALMA MATER
The Citadel Band, conducted by Major Earl Mays
ALMA MATER (McGarity-Hawkins)
Clemson University Chorus, William W. Campbell, Director
Retirement of Colors
Tiger Rouser Reprise
GAME
1 :00 p.m. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. THE CITADEL
Game Announcer: Ken Allison
For the Clemson Band: Nick Peck
HALFTIME Clemson University TIGER BAND
Entrance Drill: GRANDIOSO (Seitz)
Patterns: ARMY OF THE NILE (Alford)
TIGER BAND 1976
Majorette Introduction: BIG SWING FACE FANFARE (Arr. Vinson)
Carolane Bagnal Paula Peeler
Carolyn Helena Katie Pickett
Brenda Huff Mary Roberts
Stephenie McCoy Debbie Rowell
Leilani Shannon
Concert Feature: SHOP AROUND (Arr. Leach)
Exit: TIGER RAG (Arr. Edmunds)
NEW YORK
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Tel. (803) 242-504
1
W. CARL SMITH, C.L.U.
"A Good Man To Know"
Clemson
Tiger Baseball
Bill Wilhelm's Tigers Defend ACC and NCAA District Crowns In 1977,
Go After School's 20th Consecutive Winning Campaign
Members of the 1976 Clemson Tiger ACC and NCAA Atlantic Region Baseball Champions were,
front row, left to right, Kurt Seibert, Greg Belk, Mark McDaniel, Bill Foley, Pete Khoury, and
Robert Bonnette. Second row, left to right, Steve Tucker, David Beasley, David Caldwell, Ron
Theiling, Bill Wingo, Steve Nilsson, Tom Qualters, and manager Mackie Bedenbaugh. Back row,
left to right, Coach Bill Wilhelm, Ron Musselman, Houston Matthews, Chuck Porter, Gary
Fahrney, Alan Hoover, Bob Mahony, Randy Quintrell, and Steve Wyatt.
Owner of the team's top earned run average in
1976 with an impressive 2.11 figure, Ron Mus-
selman set a school single-season record with
four shutouts. Included in those mound per-
formances were a one-hit gem against N. C.
State and a no-hit, no-run showing against Vir-
ginia. Musselman, a senior from Wilmington,
N. C, was a second-team AII-ACC selection in
1976. He spurned a contract offer from the
Houston Astros to return to Clemson this fall.
Steve Nilsson shakes Musselman's (22) hand
after another fine pitching performance by the
latter.
The 1976 season was a banner
campaign for Bill Wilhelm's Clem-
son baseballers, as his Tigers pre-
sented him with his 19th consecu-
tive .500 or better finish plus the
school's fifth Atlantic Coast Con-
ference title and third trip to the
College World Series.
And for encores, his team hon-
ored him with a 9-4 victory over
Auburn in the CWS opener on his
47th birthday, prompting Wilhelm
to remark that "This is the happiest
birthday I've ever had."
Yet at one point, at mid-season
to be exact, Clemson had managed
but 11 wins in 21 games.
The Tigers jumped to a 10-4 start
before a dip that saw Clemson lose
six of its next seven games, and the
won-lost ledger stood at an unim-
pressive 11-10.
But from this point on, the Tigers
played nothing less than champion-
ship baseball, and won 18 of their
final 21 games during the regular
season.
The victory road began with an
11-game winning streak that
boosted Clemson's record from
11-10 to 22-10.
After a pair of setbacks the Tigers
won their next two outings, then
dropped another contest which
marked the last defeat the team
would be dealt until College World
Series play.
Clemson pounded Georgia 10-3,
and posted back-to-back 9-0 wins
over Virginia, the second being a
no-hit, no-run mound performance
by righthander Ron Musselman.
Victories over Maryland and Wof-
ford ended the Tigers' regular sea-
son with a record of 29-13.
The Tigs then recorded a 2-0 win
over Wake Forest and 2-1 and 3-2
decisions over Maryland to clinch
the ACC Tournament champion-
ship, and dealt Furman 13-2 and 6-2
losses, as well as South Carolina a
10-4 loss to capture the NCAA At-
lantic Region title.
The win over Auburn in CWS ac-
tion was Clemson's 12th straight,
and the team's 25th in 28 games.
The Tigs lost 3-2 to Eastern
Michigan in 10 innings, then fell to
Arizona 10-6 to end the year with
36 wins and 15 losses.
Arizona won the CWS-NCAA
championship, and East Michigan
Junior leftfielder David Caldwell of Kannapolis, N. C, is Clemson's top batting returnee from last
spring when he finished third on the team with a .321 average. A first-team AII-ACC selection,
Caldwell led the Tigers in triples (8), runs batted in (49), and total bases (119), and was tied for the
team lead in home runs with nine. Above, he receives congratulations for homer in regional win
over Furman.
FIRST VARSITY-ALUMNI
BASEBALL GAME PLANNED
FOR NEXT SATURDAY
Clemson fans will have the opportunity to
see a sneak preview of the 1 977 Tiger baseball
team as Bill Wilhelm's dub will play a group
of former Clemson diamond stars next Satur-
day in the first annual Varsity-Alumni Game.
Such former standouts as Rusty Adkins,
Lindsay Graham, and Craig White will be on
hand to lead the Alumni Team.
The contest is slated to begin at approxi-
mately 11:00 a.m. on the Clemson baseball
field. There is no charge for admission to this
game.
Bill Foley, from Bowie, Md., hit .303 for the Tigers a year ago on his way
to earning first-team all-conference honors. His nine home runs tied
David Caldwell for the team lead. Foley, a junior, applies a tag on
Furman runner in NCAA playoff action.
Bill Wingo has been the Tigers' regular second baseman for the past two
seasons. A native of Union, Wingo hit .371 as a sophomore and was
named to the AII-ACC first team in 1975. Also a starting cornerback for the
football Tigers, Wingo sustained a knee injury last fall, underwent
surgery, yet was in the starting lineup when the baseballers opened the
76 campaign. He's expected to have an impressive senior season, both as
a footballer and baseball player. Wingo, above, tags a South Carolina
runner who had attempted a steal, in a 10-4 Tiger win.
finished second. The Tigs finished
fifth nationally.
From that team, leading hitter
Steve Tucker (.350), the center-
fielder, graduated, and shortstop
Kurt Seibert (.344) passed up his
final year at Tigertown in lieu of a
contract with the Chicago Cubs.
Both were first-team AII-ACC
choices.
Also gone is Chuck Porter, the
ACC's most valuable player who
posted a perfect 12-0 mound rec-
ord, who signed with the California
Angels. Like Seibert, Porter had
another year of eligibility left.
Second-team AII-ACC first base-
man Gary Fahrney (.316) graduated,
as did rightfielder Greg Belk (.215)
and pitcher Bob Mahony (4-4).
Leading the returnee list are five
starters from '76, including a pair of
first-team all-league selections —
leftfielder David Caldwell and
catcher Bill Foley.
Caldwell hit .321 last spring and
led the Tigs in runs batted in with
49. Foley batted .303, had 45 RBI's,
and tied Caldwell as the home run
leader with nine.
Other starters back are third
baseman Robert Bonnette (.295, 38
RBI's, 5 HR's), first baseman Steve
Nilsson (.266), and second baseman
Bill Wingo (.214).
Wilhelm's mound staff will be
headed by Musselman (8-3), who
owned the team's top ERA last
spring at 2.11
.
Southpaw Randy Quintrell (5-5)
and righthanded relief hurler Hous-
ton Matthews (4-1) both return for
their senior campaigns.
Also returning are designated hit-
ter Alan Hoover, outfielder Pete
Khoury, catcher Ron Theiling, out-
fielder David Beasley, and hurlers
Steve Wyatt and Tom Qualters.
To go with these returnees,
Wilhelm inked four hurlers, Mike
Sullivan, Charlie Sander, Brian
Snyder, and David Woessner, in-
fielder Gene Wisniewski, out-
fielders Neil Simons and Billy
Weems, infielder-outfielder Peter
Peltz, and catcher Bill Schroeder.
Put this talent together with a
man who has directed his teams to
a winning percentage of better than
.650, which ranks him in the na-
tion's top 15 in this category, then
look for the Tigers to experience
another banner campaign in 1977.
Keith Allen John Bradford Stan Brooks Bruce Cafasso Kenny Caldwell
Bobby Ross Ronnie Easterby Danny Eggleston Ralph Ferguson
Head Coach
Johnson Hagood Stadium—Home of the Bulldogs
CERTIFIED CARPET SERVICES, INC.
Atlanta, Ga. Greenville, S. C. Spartanburg, S. C.
525-5491 233-39 4 585-7673
CazoCinaA Oflott Experienced Oazpet CCeanez&
HVDRB mnSTER
Cleaning ^stetts
Mobile Carpet Cleaning Plant
Commercial Carpet Maintenance
Expert Custom Upholstery Cleaning
Certified Carpet Installers
South s largest carpet workroom for
fringing, speedbinding & serging
fire restoration - smoke
309 Butler Ave. - Greenville, S. C.
1976 ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
N — NIGHT GAME COLOR BLOCKS INDICATE CONFERENCE GAMES
DATES: CLEMSON DUKE MARYLAND N. CAROLINA N. C. STATE VIRGINIA WAKE FOREST
Sept. 4 MIAMI (OHIO)
HOME
FURMAN
HOME (N)
VA. TECH
HOME (N)
Sept. 11 THE CITADELHOME
TENNESSEE
AWAY (N)
RICHMOND
HOME
FLORIDA
TAMPA (N)
WASHINGTON
AWAY
Sept. 18 GEORGIA
HOME (TV)
S. CAROLINA
AWAY (N)
W. VIRGINIA
AWAY
N'WESTERN
HOME
E. CAROLINA
HOME (N)
WM. & MARY
HOME
VANDERBILT
AWAY
Sept. 25 GA. TECH
AWAY (N)
SYRACUSE
AWAY
ARMY
AWAY
MICH. STATE
HOME (N)
KANSAS ST.
AWAY
Oct. 2 TENNESSEE
AWAY
PITTSBURGH
HOME
VILLANOVA
HOME
MISSOURI
AWAY
INDIANA
AWAY
GA. TECH
AWAY(N)
MICHIGAN
AWAY
Oct. 9
AWAY
MIAMI (FLA.)
AWAY (N) AWAY HOME
S. CAROLINA
AWAY (N) HOME
Oct. 16 DUKE
HOME AWAY
WAKE FOREST
HOME
N C
HOM
T
E
ATE N. CAROLINA VA. TECH
HOME
MARYLAND
AWAY
Oct. 23
N. C. STATE
AWAY
MARYLAND
HOME
DUKE
AWAY
E. CAROLINA
HOME
CLEMSON
HOME
WAKE FOREST
AWAY
VIRGINIA
HOME
Oct. 30 FLA. STATEAWAY (N)
GA. TECH
HOME
KENTUCKY
HOME
WAKE FOREST
AWAY
S. CAROLINA
AWAY
V.M.I.
NORFOLK
N. CAROLINA
HOME
Nov. 6 N. CAROLINA
HOME
WAKE FOREST
HOME
CINCINNATI
HOME
CLEMSON
AWAY
PENN STATE
AWAY
LEHIGH
HOME
DUKE
Nov. 13 MARYLAND N. C. STATE
AWAY
CLEMSON
HOME
VIRGINIA
HOME
DUKE N. CAROLINA
AWAY
S. CAROLINA
AWAY
Nov. 20 S. CAROLINA N. CAROLINA VIRGINIA DUKE MARYLAND
HOME HOME
(Virginia's Game With Virginia Tech On Oct. 16 Will Count As Conference Game)
Thefasteritspins,
themoreyouspend.
The purpose of that rotating
disk on your electric meter is
tomeasure the amount ofpower
being used.
The more you're using, the
faster it goes. And the higher
your monthly bill will be.
Keep that in mind. And use
electricity wisely.
Because whenever you waste
power, you waste money.
SCE&G
THE BETTER STEAK
At the Hungry Bull, we buy only the best U.S. Graded
Choice Western Beef. Our beef comes from steers that are
corn-fed under precisely controlled conditions in the ideal
cattle-raisingclimateoftheWestern United States. Ourquality
beef is fresh cut daily, never frozen
OUR STEAKS ARE A CUT AROVE
HUNGRY BULL
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Aiken, S C Rock Hill, S C
Spartanburg, S.C
Sumter. S C
Goldsboro. N C
Lenoir. N C
Lumberton, N C
Salisbury. N C
Clemson. S C
Columbia. S C
Greenville. S C AshevMle. N C
Boone. N CGreenwood. S C Shelby. N C
Atlanta. Ga
Augusta. Ga
Rome. Ga
Laurens. S C
Mauldin. S C
Burlington, N C
Charlotte. N C
Concord. N C
Gastonia. N C
Myrtle Beach. S C
Highway 123 By-Pass one block from Lakeview Plaza
1976 CLEMSON FOOTBALL ROSTER
No. Name Pos. Age Hgt. Wgt. Ltrs. Class Hometown
1 Tony Masone QB 18 6-1 185 Fr. Bridgeport, Conn.
2 Warren Ratchford RB 20 5-9 1 55 1 So. uanney, o. u.
3 Billy Lott QB 17 6-1 180 Fr Jesup. Ga.
4 Steve Fuller OB 19 6-3 197 1 So. Spartanburg, S. C.
5 Willie Jordan DB 19 5-11 191 1 So. Griffin. Ga.
6 Richard Holliday P 19 6-2 203 So Belton, S. C.
7 Brian Kier DB 21 6-1 180 1 Jr. Haines City, Fla.
8 Rut Livingston DB 21 6-2 191 Jr. Hendersonville, N. C.
9 John Goodloe DB 22 5-11 171 Jr. Chester. Va.
10 Joey Walters SR 21 5-11 175 2 Sr. Florence, S. C.
11 Mike O'Cain QB 22 6-0 184 2 Sr. Orangeburg, S. C.
1
2
Rick W/eddington SR 21 6-2 1 93 Q jr. L*nanone, n. i^.
13 Rex Varn DB 18 6-0 170 Fr. Martinsville. Va
14 J. D. Haglan DB 20 6-0 185 So. Conway, Pa.
15 Jerry Butler SR 18 6-1 173 So. Ware Shoals, S. C.
16 Bill Wingo DB 21 5-8 170 3 Sr. Union, S. C.
17 Mike Cornell DB 21 5-9 155 2 Jr. Delaware, O.
18 Ogden Hansford DB 22 6-2 182 2 Jr. Macon, Ga.
19 Rickey Bustle SR 23 5-11 188 2 Sr Summerville, S. C.
20 William Scott DB 20 5-8 167 2 Jr. Wrightsville. Ga.
21 Carl Mayer RB 18 6-1 180 Fr. Middlesex, N.J
22 Malcolm Marler DB 21 5-8 1 59 3 Sr. Gardendale. Ala.
23 O J Tyler DB 24 5-11 172 1 Sr. Fernandina Beach, Fla.
24 Gary Webb DB 19 5-9 181 So. Graham, N. C.
25 Roy Eppes SR 22 6-1 179 Jr. Anderson, S. C.
26 Mike Baldwin DE 20 6-1 210 1 Jr. Baltimore, Md.
27 Eric Young SR 18 6-1 175 Fr. Henrietta, N. C.
28 Rick Wyatt DB 18 6-1 190 Fr. Honaker, Va.
29 Bob McPhiilips SR 18 6-1 175 Fr. Cmcinnati, O
30 Dwight Clark SR 19 6-4 200 1 So. Charlotte, N. C.
31 Marvin Sims RB 19 6-4 222 Fr. Phenix City, Ala.
32 Harold Goggins QnD 1
9
D-l 1 1 92 OO. unnion, o. L..
33 Joe Brady RB 18 6-0 205 Fr. Miami, Fla.
34 Gary McDowell LB 20 6-3 220 2 Jr Griffin, Ga.
35 Randy Scott LB 19 6-0 219 So. Waycross, Ga.
36 Howard Callahan DB 18 6-1 190 Fr. Delta, O.
37 Garry Adkms DB 18 5-10 172 Fr. Delta, O.
38 Ronnie Smith LB 20 6-2 217 2 Jr. Sylva, N. C.
39 Bobby Cothran DB 20 5-8 140 So. Lexington, S. C.
40 Rick Basich RB 18 6-1 207 Fr. Delta, O.
41 Steve Godfrey RB 22 5-9 163 Jr. Greenville, S C
42 John Mulcahy RB 1 8 D- I 205 Q Potmac, Md.
43 Bob Coffey RB 21 6-0 192 1 Jr. Linwood, N. J.
44 Lester Brown RB 19 6-1 180 Fr. Myrtle Beach, S. C.
45 Fritz Edwards RB 20 6-1 193 So Gresham, S. C.
46 Tracy Perry RB 19 6-1 217 Fr. Roxboro, N. C.
47 Marlon Brown LB 18 6-1 218 Fr. Loudon, Tenn.
48 Jimmy Russell PK 18 5-10 170 Fr. Greenwood, S. C.
49 Rich Bollinger TE 21 6-5 202 Jr. Denville, N. J.
50 George Jehlen OL 20 6-2 227 2 Sr. Glen Ridge, N. J.
51 Rich Tuten MG 22 6-2 237 So. Arlington, Va
52 Jeff Soowal DE 20 6-2 21
7
So. union neao, o. u.
53 Steve Kenney OL 20 6-4 241 So. Raleigh, N. C.
54 Bobby Sharpe LB 22 6-1 210 1 Sr. Anderson, S C.
55 Trav Webb c 21 6-2 236 2 Jr. Graham, N C.
56 Mitch Blackman OL 19 6-4 220 So. Clinton, N. C.
57 Jim Wyman LB 20 5-9 193 Jr. Mauldin, S. C.
58 Gregg Smith C 21 6-3 215 Sr. Toccoa, Ga.
59 Jeff Bostic C 17 6-1 218 Fr. Greensboro, N. C.
60 Nelson Wallace MG 21 5-10 202 3 Sr Pageland, S C.
61 Kevin Kreis C 21 6-2 214 Jr. Baltimore, Md.
62 Matt Cmithn orniin LB 1 g 6-0 1 93 Q So OMdilUUc, IN. \j.
63 Danny Jaynes c 20 6-5 240 So Charlotte, N. C.
64 Jim Wells OL 20 6-1 210 So. Greenville, S. C
65 Archie Reese DT 20 6-3 246 1 Jr. Mayesville, S. C.
66 Jeff Mills DT 20 6-3 238 2 Jr. Greenville. S. C.
67 Johnny Lyons OL 19 6-0 247 So. Anderson. S. C.
68 Chris Pickens OL 18 6-1 228 So. Anderson, S. C.
69 Lacy Brumley OG 20 6-7 267 2 Jr. Kannapolis, N C
70 Rocky Mynck OL 18 6-2 235 Fr. Wilmington, N. C.
71 Joe Bostic OL 19 6-4 250 1 So. Greensboro, N. C.
72 Lacy Foulks OL 1
7
6-4 245 Fr, Thomasville, N. C.
73 Darrell Misenheimer OL 19 6-3 256 So. Salisbury. N C.
74 Billy Hudson OL 20 6-4 240 So. Columbia, S. C.
75 Thad Allen OL 20 6-2 250 2 Jr. Charlotte, N. C.
76 Toney Williams DT 21 6-4 242 So Darlington, S. C.
77 Breck Culler OL 21 6-4 240 Jr. High Point, N. C.
78 Greg Early OL 18 6-3 235 Fr. Clyde, N. C.
79 Jimmy Weeks OL 20 6-4 236 1 Jr. Rocky Mount, N C
80 Steve Gibbs DE 20 6-3 210 1 So. Greer, S C
81 Harold Cain TE 21 6-6 231 2 Sr. Columbus, Ga.
82 Chris Clifford DE 21 6-4 213 1 Jr. Miami, Fla.
83 Jim Stuckey DE 18 6-4 238 Fr. Cayce, S. C.
84 Jonathan Brooks DE 19 6-4 210 1 So. Saluda, S. C.
66 Cliff Bray SR 19 6-4 212 So Stone Mountain, Ga.
87 Mark Clifford TE 19 6-4 202 So. Miami, Fla.
88 Anthony King LB 19 6-2 220 So. Cornelia. Ga
89 Bob Goldberg DE 18 6-1 210 Fr. Lake Hiawatha, N J
90 Jim Goehnng LB 18 6-2 207 Fr. Durham, N. C.
91 Ken Yoemans DT 18 6-3 235 Fr. Richmond, Va
92 Ken Weichel DT 21 6-5 243 Jr. Whitehall. Pa
93 Chris Dolce MG 17 6-2 245 Fr. Verona, N. J.
94 Gary Kesack DE 22 6-2 210 2 Sr. Bethlehem, Pa.
95 Tim Heiman DE 18 6-3 205 Fr. Miami, Fla.
96 Chip Pruett DT 18 6-2 228 Fr. St. Simons Island, Ga.
97 Marty Lyons LB 19 5-11 226 So. Anderson, S. C.
98 Mark Heniford DE 20 5-11 200 2 Jr. Loris, S. C.
99 Ciro Piccirillo PK 19 6-1 223 So Elberton, Ga.
Come to the "Showplace
of the Southeast"
Continuous Dining & Dancing
Featuring Acclaimed
Entertainers on a Rotating
Basis from the Night Club
Capitals of the World:
ATLANTA
MIAMI
NEW YORK
The Four Freshmen Griffin & Bocar Johnny Ray John Gary
Count oasie
And others such as:
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Frank Sinatra, Jr.
Stan Kenton
Glenn Miller Orchestra
Marilyn Maye
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra
. . . and always:
The Delegation
The best in quality food and entertainment . . . always ... at Vince's.
Vinee Perone^
No. 1 Antrim Drive (By McAlister Square)
Lunch 12-2 • Dinner 6-12 Reservations 232-2777
15
69
71
55
53
79
49
4
32
2
10
10
80
61
79
88
49
32
51
15
44
23
when Clemson
has the ball
OFFENSE
JERRY BUTLER SE
LACY BRUMLEY LT
JOE BOSTIC LG
TRAV WEBB C
STEVE KENNEY RG
JIMMY WEEKS RT
RICH BOLLINGER TE
STEVE FULLER OB
HAROLD GOGGINS RB
WARREN RATCHFORD RB
JOEY WALTERS FLK
DEFENSE
BOB TILLMAN LE
GREG JAMES LT
DAVID SOLLAZZO LG
TONY STARKS RG
RANDY JOHNSON RT
RONNIE EASTERBY RE
KENNY CALDWELL LLB
BRIAN RUFF RLB
TYRONE ROPER LHB
TONY KIMBRELL RHB
RALPH FERGUSON S
THE TIGER SQUAD
2 Ratchford, RB 49 Bollinger, TE
3 Lott, QB 50 Jehlen, OL
4 Fuller, QB 51 Tuten, MG
5 Jordan, DB 52 Soowal. DE
7 Kier, DB 53 Kenney, OL
9 Goodloe, DB 54 Sharpe, LB
10 Walters, SR 55 Webb, C
I I O'Cain, QB 58 Smith. C
12 Weddington, SR 59 Bostic, C
14 Haglan, DB 60 Wallace, MG
15 Butler, SR 63 Jaynes. C
16 Wingo, DB 64 Wells, OL
17 Cornell, DB 65 Reese, DT
18 Hansford, DB 69 Brumley. OG
19 Bustle, SR 70 Myrick, OL
21 Mayer, RB 71 Bostic, OL
22 Marler, DB 74 Hudson, OL
23 Tyler, DB 75 Allen, OL
24 Webb, DB 76 Williams, DT
26 Baldwin, DE 77 Cul'er, OL
27 Young, SR 79 Weeks. OL
30 Clark, SR 80 Gibbs. DE
31 Sims, RB 81 Cain, TE
32 Goggins, RB 82 Clifford. C, DE
33 Brady, RB 83 Stuckey, DE
34 McDowell, LB 84 Brool(Si DE
35 Scott, LB 86 B SR
37 Adkins, DB J'
38 Smith, R., LB H ;
in
,
g
;,
LB
nc
40 Basich, RB 89 Goldberg, DE
43 Coffey, RB 90 Soehring, LB
44 Brown, L, RB 92 Weichel, DT
46 Perry, RB 94 Kesack, DE
47 Brown, M., LB 98 Heniford, DE
48 Russell, PK 99 Piccirillo, PK
TODAY'S GAME OFFICIALS
REFEREE Vincent Price, ACC, No. 7
UMPIRE Nick Ognovich, SC
LINESMAN Bill Cummings, ACC, No. 13
FIELD JUDGE Jack Sarver, SC
BACK JUDGE Maynard Strickler, ACC, No. 40
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered irade-marks which identity the same product of The Coca-Cola Company
when The Citadel
has the ball
87
70
67
50
66
71
42
I I
30
22
33
84
76
60
65
98
35
38
16
24
5
18
OFFENSE
DICKIE REGAN TE
BRUCE CAFASSO LT
NICK CANNATA LG
AL KENNICKELL C
STAN BROOKS RG
SIDNEY WILDES RT
MIKE RILEY SE
MARTY CROSBY
. . QB
ANDREW JOHNSON TB
DOUG JOHNSON FL
FELIX HOOKS FB
DEFENSE
JONATHAN BROOKS LE
TONEY WILLIAMS
. . LT
NELSON WALLACE ... MG
ARCHIE REESE RT
MARK HENIFORD RE
RANDY SCOTT LLB
RONNIE SMITH RLB
BILL WINGO LC
GARY WEBB ... TIGER
WILLIE JORDAN S
OGDEN HANSFORD RC
THE BULLDOG SQUAD
5 Condon, QB 49 Easterby, DE
8 Ford, TB 50 Kennickell, C
10 Tillman, DE 51 Ruff, LB
1
1
Crosby, QB 53 Kreber, C
12 Sumrall, QB 54 Eggleston, C
14 Villani, QB-P 55 Smith, LB
15 Roper, DB 60 Strong, G
16 Yarborough, DB 61 Sollaizo, DG
20 Yarborough, DE 63 Thomas, DE
21 Gaines, TB 64 Jameson, G
22 Johnson, D., FL 65 Wages, DG
23 Ferguson, S 66 Brooks, G
24 Seignious, FL 67 Cannata, G
25 Jurga, DB 68 Cates, T
28 Dorn, S 69 Tocci, DG
30 Johnson, A., TB 70 Cafasso, T
31 Perkins, TB 71 Wildes, T
32 Caldwell, LB-P 72 Landon, T
33 Hooks, FB 73 King. DG-K
34 Allen, LB 74 Cox, DG
38 Pinckney, SE 75 Harvey, T
39 White, DB 77 Reece, DT
41 Johnson, R., DT 78 Wardlaw, DT
42 Riley, SE 79 Starks, DG
43 Tanguay, K 80 James, DT
44 Kimbrell, DB 82 Major, TE
45 Wilkinson, FB 87 Regan, TE
46 Gillis, S 88 Bauersfeld. FL
48 Turner, DE 89 Bradford, TE
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Anderson, South Carolina
THE DELUXE HUSKEE: A quarter pound of charbroiled
100% pure beef topped with six fresh ingredients:
cheese, lettuce, tomato, pickles, onion and mayonnaise.
Served in a toasted sesame seed bun.
Just two blocks from
Memorial Stadium.Yfardecr
Charbroil Burgers.
The taste that brings you back.
1976 Citadel Bulldog Varsity Football Roster
No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Class Exp. Hometown
Mike Condon
Lonnie Ford
QB
TB
5-10
5-11
180
174
So.
Fr.
JV
HS
West Nyack, N. Y.
Warner Robins, Ga
10
11
12
14
15
16
Bob Tillman
Marty Crosby
Joe Sumrall
Jimbo Villani
Tyrone Roper
Stan Yarborough
DE
QB
QB
QB-K
DB
DB
6-0
6-0
5-10
5-11
5-10
5-11
185
187
174
168
164
176
Jr.
So
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr
1L
TR
1L
HS
1L
2L
Newnan, Ga.
Charleston, S C
Warner Robins, Ga.
Bethlehem. Pa.
Charleston. S C
Summerville, S. C.
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
Steve Yarborough
Tim Gaines
Doug Johnson
Ralph Ferguson
Chip Seignious
Pete Jurga
Jennings Dorn
DE
TB
FLK
DB
FLK
DB
DB
6-0
5-11
5-11
5-9
6-
6-0
5-11
180
188
183
173
174
173
179
Jr.
So
Sr
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
2L
JV
3L
3L
SO
2L
JV
Summerville, S. C.
Hickory, N. C
Warner Robins, Ga.
Warner Robins, Ga
Alexandria. Va.
Harrison, N. Y.
Greenwood. S. C.
30
31
32
33
34
38
39
Andrew Johnson
Alvin Perkins
Kenny Caldwell
Felix Hooks
Keith Allen
Mel Pinckney
Kevin White
TB
TB
LB-P
FB
LB
SE
DB
5-10
5- 11
6- 1
6-0
6-0
5-9
5-10
184
177
211
195
209
169
163
Sr
So
So
Jr.
So
Fr.
Fr
2L
1L
1L
2L
1L
HS
HS
Savannah, Ga.
Washington, D. C.
Anderson, S C
Sandersville, Ga.
Cordele, Ga.
Charleston, S C.
Charleston, S. C.
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
Mike Riley
Paul Tanguay
Tony Kimbrell
Jim Wilkinson
Paul Gillis
Alan Turner
Ronnie Easterby
SE
K
DB
FB
DB
DE
DE
6-1
6-0
5- 11
6-
6-0
6-1
5-10
168
192
179
191
182
185
195
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
2L
1L
2L
1L
HS
1L
1L
Rockville, Md.
Clinton, Md.
Covington, Ga.
Rockville, Md
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Laurel Fork, Va.
Charleston, S. C.
50
51
53
54
55
Al Kennickell
Brian Ruff
David Kreber
Danny Eggleston
Bill Smith
C
LB
C
C
LB
6-0
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-2
206
225
219
233
205
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So
So.
1L
3L
HS
JV
JV
Savannah, Ga.
Mountainside, N. J,
North Springfield, Va.
Gray, Ga.
Columbus, Ga.
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
Chuck Strong
David Sollazzo
Billy Thomas
Randy Jameson
Scott Wages
Stan Brooks
Nick Cannata
Chris Cates
Cosmo Tocci
OG
DG
DE
OG
DG
OG
OG
OT
DG
6-0
6-2
6-0
5- 11
6-
6-0
6-0
6-2
6-3
223
223
197
212
229
222
258
210
229
Fr.
Sr
Jr.
So
Fr
Sr
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
HS
2L
SO
TR
HS
3L
2L
SQ
HS
Savannah, Ga.
Harrison, N. Y
Charleston. S C
Greenville. S. C.
Tucker, Ga.
Greenwood, S. C.
Ansonia. Conn.
Atlanta, Ga.
Thiels. N Y.
70
71
72
73
74
75
77
78
79
Bruce Cafasso
Sidney Wildes
Joe Landon
Scott King
Buddy Cox
Steve Harvey
Clark Reece
David Wardlaw
Tony Starks
OT
OT
OT
DG-K
DG
OT
DT
DT
DG
6-1
6-2
6-4
5- 11
6-2
6-4
6-6
6-5
6-0
233
247
259
224
222
214
234
235
220
Jr.
Jr.
So
Fr.
So
Sr.
Sr
So
Jr.
2L
2L
JV
HS
JV
1L
SQ
JV
2L
Ansonia, Conn.
Surrency, Ga.
Columbus, Ga.
Moncks Corner. S.
Charleston, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Hillsville, Va.
Anderson. S. C.
Chester, S. C.
80
82
85
87
88
89
Greg James
Al Major
Tom Bauersfeld
Dickie Regan
Randy Johnson
John Bradford
DT
TE
FLK
TE
DT
TE
6-3
6-4
6-0
6-4
6-2
6-1
232
221
167
215
223
207
Sr.
So
Fr.
Sr.
Sr
Sr.
1L
JV
HS
3L
3L
1L
Memphis, Tenn.
Hampton, S. C.
Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Columbia, S C
Charleston. S. C
Columbia. S. C.
The name of the game
is quality.
A quality team welcomes the toughest
challenge to prove how good it is. So does
Pabst. We've been brewing America's
quality beer since 1844, which gives us the
confidence to make this challenge of our
own : taste and compare Pabst Blue Ribbon
quality and flavor with any other beer. One
glass and you'll know that Blue Ribbon
quality means the best tasting beer
you can get.
PABST. Since 1844. The quality has always come through.
©Copyright, 1975. PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N.J. , Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
Join the
PepsiPeople
feeliri
free!
GO
TIGERS
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company,
Anderson, South Carolina
Many Great Choices
of
Freshly Cooked Pizza
Poor Boy
Sandwiches
CARRY
OUTS
DINO'S
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED
All Food Cooked Fresh
to Your Satisfaction
Bring The Whole Family!
DING'S
PIZZA PALACE
STEAK HOUSE
654-1200
The IN Place
Ice Cold Draft Beer
Shish Kabob
CARRY
OUTS
COLLEGE AVE. CLEMSON
You say your tomato plants are almost
twice as tall as Tree Rollins and you only
have them on five-foot stakes?
And instead of the recommended three
feet between rows, you figured that a little
ol' 12 inches couldn't make much differ-
ence and planted your rows only two feet
apart? And now it's worse than a jungle
safari when you go in search of vour vege-
tables?
Or you decided to put off those weeding
chores just a few more days, and now
you're afraid to venture into the garden for
fear of what may be lurking in the tall
grass? Is that what's bothering you?
If your hopes for a picture-perfect home
garden lie dashed somewhere among drooping tomato
plants and a wild array of intertwined squash, green-
beans and marigold plants, it doesn't follow that it's
time to go berserk with the lawnmower and end it all.
Clemson University Extension Service vegetable
specialist Dan Ezell would like to share with inexperi-
enced gardeners some of the common mistakes and
headaches he has observed. With more than half of the
households in the United States going "back to the
land," and more than 50,000 acres planted to backyard
gardens in South Carolina, he hopes the following rec-
ommendations will make gardening more rewarding for
the "old pros" as well as the novices.
A large garden is difficult to manage, especially when
working families are involved. To grow all the vegeta-
bles needed for a year, one person would need 2.500
square feet of space. A family of four would require a
one-fourth acre garden. Attempting to grow such a gar-
den will force the family to drop some other leisure
activities.
Back
ToThe
Land.
By L. Randy Peele Jr.
Assistant Director
Public Service Information
With Dan Ezell
Clemson Extension
Vegetable Specialist
The wise gardener will not invest heav-
ily in expensive equipment because many
gardens will not return these costs. The
beginner can rent equipment or custom
hire land-breaking. Sharing equipment is
economical, if neighbors are compatible.
There is often great difficulty in decid-
ing which vegetables and how much of
each to plant. New gardeners frequently
plant much more squash and pepper than
needed and too few beans. Tomatoes are
productive, but they are seldom wasted
because they can be used in so many ways.
Proper planting times are often missed.
Early-season crops, such as peas, onions,
lettuce, greens, cabbage and broccoli, tol-
erate cold temperatures and should be planted early.
When planted late, they mature during hot weather and
lose quality-
New residents of South Carolina seldom realize the
diversity of the State's climate. Charleston and nearby
islands have more than 280 frost-free days, while the
mountains and foothills have only about 200. Spring
planting is therefore delayed about four weeks in the
Piedmont region.
Experienced and new gardeners alike lose many
plants to insects and diseases because garden soils and
residues were not turned under in the fall. This is often
not apparent because the damage is subtle and spotty.
South Carolina has abundant rainfall, and little water-
ing is needed. Many new gardeners water their garden
daily, which usually results in drowning plant roots.
When temperatures are below 90 degrees F., one inch of
water each 5 to 7 days is satisfactory. On sandy soils
more frequent watering will be needed when hot days
arrive. Growers should consider both natural and
applied water in determining when to irrigate.
Heavy rains do occur in this area. This year many
gardens were "washed away" because they were not
planted on contour. Gardens must be planted across
slopes to reduce erosion.
Other subtle disorders occur because of excess shade.
Radishes, turnips, carrots, beets and other root crops do
not develop roots when grown in shade. Tomatoes, pep-
pers and squash drop blossoms under shady conditions,
even during extended periods of cloudy weather. All
vegetables need four hours of direct sunshine.
New and more disease-resistant varieties are available
each year. One should not abandon tried and true favor-
ites, but new ones may prove to be more successful in
some situations.
Placing fertilizer beside the row or broadcasting uni-
formly over the entire garden is preferred. Fertilizer
banded in the row with seeds usually causes root burn.
Small gardens require special space considerations,
while larger ones are designed to fit equipment dimen-
sions. Always plant crops such as tomatoes, okra and
pepper near borders for ease of harvest. Close spacing
will then be permitted of once-over harvest vegetables.
When inexperienced, one should follow a planting
chart to determine optimum spacing. In small gardens,
spacing may usually be reduced 20 per cent if weeding
is done by hand. Vining crops, such as winter squash,
cantaloupe, watermelon, pumpkin and gourds, have no
place in the; small garden unless they can be trained into
the yard to prevent overtaking of the limited area.
The most frequent pitfall is weed control. More gar-
den vegetables are lost to weeds than to any other pest.
Weeds must be controlled while they are small, and the
inexperienced grower may not realize the problem
exists until it is out of control. Mulching early would
save many gardens. Rain is often the cause of poor weed
control, and mulches will help hold weeds in check
even during periods of heavy rain.
The novice gardener is quite prone to worry about
small commonplace disorders of little economic impor-
tance. Examples are:
• heavy rain or cloudy weather may cause loss of lower
leaves, yellowing of leaves and brown areas within
leaves.
• desire to kill all insects, beneficial or harmful.
• disturbance over small loss of leaf area due to insect
feeding on plants like beans. (This is a problem on
cabbage or leafy crops.) They can tolerate 20 per cent
leaf loss without greatly affecting yield.
The flowering habits of vegetables are diverse. Some
are pollinated by bees while others are pollinated by
wind. Some have perfect flowers; others have both male
and female flowers, and still others have male and
female plants. Gucurbits cause considerable confusion
because they have male and female on the same plant
and depend on bees for pollination. During the early
flowering period, male and female blooms may not
coincide and fruiting will not occur.
We don't have to hide our gardens — with attractive;
borders and screen plants, gardens can be placed in
spots of pride.
Fortunately, no first garden pitfalls are disasters. Al-
most everyone has a touch of green on the thumb. With
experience and hard work, the vegetable garden will be
productive, profitable and beautiful.
Clemson IPTAY Club
Clemson athletic fans showed what they're made of this
past IPTAY year.
After suffering through a football season full of disap-
pointment, it wouldn't have been improper for everybody to
run and hide. But the reaction was reminiscent of 1 934, the
year IPTAY was formed.
Forty-three years ago, the Tigers had won only seven
games in three years when the late Dr. Ruppert Fike and a
few of his friends decided it was time something was done
to bolster the Tigers' sagging athletic program so IPTAY
came into being.
The stimulus was like a volcanic eruption. The Tigers did
not have a losing season for seven straight years and had
conquered their first bowl trip.
The goal that first year was $10,000, all of which would
be used for athletic scholarships. Today and millions of
dollars later, the concept of IPTAY is still the same. Where
there were 185 members that first go-round, today there
are nearly 10,000. Where football was the primary sport
reaping the benefits 43 years ago, today 16 sports, includ-
ing four for women, receive assistance.
When "the ox was in the ditch" 43 years ago Tiger
followers went on record with a show of their support. And
the same thing happened this past year.
While the "IPTAY Year" was only 10 months long this
time because of a change in the fiscal year, IPTAY experi-
enced its best monetary success.
Nearly $914,000 were contributed and this marked the
1 2th straight year that an increase was accomplished over
the previous year.
Forest E. Hughes, Jr., served as IPTAY president for the
past two years and during his term of office, over
$1 ,800,000 came in for the support of Clemson athletics.
Just as in previous administrations, Hughes and newly-
elected president George G. Poole, Jr., have a group of
people known as IPTAY representatives who provide
much of the backbone of the organization and do most of
the work on a personal contact basis.
This past year there were 8,977 individuals and firms
who were members of IPTAY. This represented 5,571 in
the $30 category, 2,200 who were $100 Gold Card, 690
who were $250 Gold Carders, 384 who gave $500, 100
Tiger Donors ($1 ,000) and 32 IPTAY Scholarship Donors
($2,000).
The 1976-77 IPTAY year is now underway. Regardless
of the amount each person will give, the people who make
up IPTAY will be a group of individuals working toward one
common goal — the athletic future of the Clemson Tigers.
Wemake more of the things
bankers need than
anyone else in the world
LeFebure is one of the largest manufacturers of
banking equipment and security systems. We make
everything from automated customer terminals,
vault doors and motor banking systems to cash
handling equipment, safe deposit boxes and de-
positories. Everything financial institutions need.
Branch Office and Warehouse:
Charlotte, N.C. • 704/376-7419
J.C. Lyons — Branch Manager
Sales Engineers:
Jack Wilson, Charlotte, N.C, 704/376-7419
and Harold Ballentine, Columbia, S.C.,
Division of Walter Kidde & Company, Inc. 803/798-3689.
WE ARE PROUD TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
For more than 20 years, Ivester electricians have played a major
role (as circled above) in the growth of the Clemson campus,
helping to make it one of the finest in the South.
Q
LET US BE A PART OF YOUR NEXT CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
ivester service c Electrical Installationsand Services
IVESTER SERVICE COMPANY / P. O. DRAWER 8794 STA. A / MAULDIN ROAD GREENVILLE. S. C. 29604 PHONE (803) 277-7764
Steve Harvey Felix Hooks Greg James
Andrew Johnson Doug Johnson Randy Johnson Pete Jurga Al Kennickel
Tony Kimbrell Alvin Perkins Dickie Regan Mike Riley Tyrone Roper
Brian Ruff David Sollazzo Tony Starks Joe Sumrall Bob Tillman
Alan Turner Sidney Wildes Jim Wilkinson Stan Yarborough Steve Yarborough
ARA-Slater's philosophy is a unique,
systematic approach designed to
achieve our most important goal:
STUDENT SATISFACTION. This concept
is a result of our experience with
millions of students. We have the
flexibility to understand your needs
and the capability to satisfy them.
At Clemson, ARA demonstrates
practical, new methods for providing
nourishing, well-balanced meals to
athletes, students and staff. Our
corporate and regional specialists
give ARA's dining service manager
expert advice in planning menus,
purchasing goods, controlling
waste, utilizing labor. The support
of this team effort is carried out
daily in Schilletter Hall and
Harcombe Commons, and at the Clemson
House Buffeteria. It is our desire
to serve students what they
want and to accommodate them
by providing this same
efficient service for special
events or festive holiday meals.
We're here to provide the type
of service that will benefit
the entire school and community.
THA T'S WHA T WE THINK A DINING
SERVICE IS ALL ABOUT.
your campus dininS service
ABA-SLATER
SCHOOL& COLLEGE
SERVICES
headquarters ai
uare,
nnsykt
lndepe
Philadelphia, Ve
S.W.

TIGERS in Textiles, Plastics,
Paper and Industrial Machinery
Louis P.Batson
Company
MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS OF:
ShuR-CusH Vibration Mountings
ShuR-TufF Harness Strapping
Harness Adjusters
Race Plate Cover
Pressure Roll Felt
Roll Covering
Jack Sticks
One Piece Harness Cords
Lug Straps
Loop and Box Pickers
Circular Knitting Pattern Wheels
Knitting & Felting Needles
Ceramic Guides & Eyelets
Cone Base Pads
Mats and Matting
Flags and Flag Poles
Custom Banners
ShuR-SliK Dry Film Lubricant
ShuR-TufF Plastic Parts
Tungsten Carbide Knives & Loopers
for Cut Pile Carpet
Batson
Yarn and Fabrics Machinery
Group, Inc.
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies, Service and Train-
ing for Fiber Producing, Opening and Blending, Card-
ing, Ring Spinning and Automatic Dolling, Open-End
Spinning, Twisting, Warp Tying, Shuttle and Shuttle-
less Weaving, Tutting, Knitting, Pile Stitching, Nee-
dle Punch, Non-Woven, Web Monitoring, Warp
Beam and Cloth Roll Handling, Roving Stripping,
Pressure Dyeing, Fiber Reclamation and Utilization.
Machinery,
Inc.
'The Capital Expenditures Division"
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies and Service for
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Printing and Finishing;
and for the Manufacturing and Converting of Paper,
Plastics. Film and Foil.
"The Accessories Division"
Web Guides
(Jutting and Slitting Equipment
Tenter Guides
Selvedge Uncurlers
Laboratory Testing Equipment
Core Chucks
Metal Detec tors
Process Rolls
Slitting Rewinding Equipment
Tenter Pin Plates
Batson "Litter Gitter" Suction Cleaner
Web Cleaners
Static Eliminators
Fiberglass Materials Handling Trucks
Batching and W inding Equipment
Steaminu and Kelaxing Tenterettes
Renewal Parts and Supplies
Installation. Service and Training
.oula P. Batson
Company AND AFFILIATES • Home Office: BOX 3978 • GREENVILLE, S. C. 29608 U.S.A. • TEL. (803) 242-5262
H. ELLIOTT BATSON. Class of 1951, President • LOUIS P. BATSON, JR.. Class of 1949, Vice President
Batson
Machinery,
CLEMSON
Alumni Loyalty Fund-
They are doctors, lawyers, teachers,
farmers, businesspersons, military
strategists, public servants. They have a lot
going for them. They have an opportunity to
grow. And their roots are here on this cam-
pus. They are former students of this institu-
tion in the foothills of South Carolina.
Clemson University has been involved
in providing one of this nation's most vital
resources since 1893. Yet, the educational
capabilities ofClemson continue to mount,
and the University has a vibrant incentive to
demonstrate its ability, and an objective
yardstick to measure it.
As Clemson University continues its
contribution to the development ofthis state,
it remains an indispensable part of its future.
Combine capacity, ability and opportunity
and you conclude that potential is virtually
unlimited.
It is, with your help. Graduates, former
students and friends of Clemson are not only a
source of pride for the University but a
monumental strength in undergirding its
educational programs with annual invest-
ments in the institution through the Clemson
Alumni Loyalty Fund and other development
opportunities at the University.
But greater challenges lie ahead. Know-
ledge has multiplied beyond comprehension;
the domestic and world situations have be-
come unwieldy and precarious. To make sure
performance measures up to potential, Clem-
son University utilizes wisely and frugally ev-
ery source of aid possible from all sectors of a
free society— private citizens and founda-
tions, business and industrial organizations,
state and federal governments.
Now, more than ever before, Clemson
needs you, your interest, and your invest-
ment in education. Now, more than ever be-
fore, won't you consider what you can do for
Clemson?
Clemson
Alumni
Association

UNITED MERCHANTS and MANUFACTURERS, INC.
WIDE WORLD OF
MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH ITS PEOPLE IN
• TEXTILES • PLASTICS • GLASS
• CHEMICALS • RETAILING • FOREIGN
OPERATIONS
FACTORING AND FINANCE
OUR DIVERSIFIED ACTIVITIES MAKE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE IN
*SALES-ACCOUNTING-AUDITINS-AD MINISTRATION
• CREDIT & FINANCE • DATA PROCESSING • RETAILING
AND MANUFACTURING
UNITED MERCHANTS
GREENVILLE OFFICE
108 FREDERICK STREET
P.O. BOX 2148
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.
Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo-
space and aeronautical en-
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.
The Air Force needs peo-
ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ-
ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4-year, 3-year, or
2-year programs. Some of-
fering full scholarships. All
offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all
leading to an Air Force off i-
cerscommission.plus ad-
vanced education.
If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.
Contact Col. Lakins, Clemson University 656-3254
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
(0e£te*rv
IT
LzzIlk
gj
OPEN: 11 A.M. - 10P.M.
FRI.-SAT. 11A.M.- 11P.M.
2916 N. MAIN
ANDERSON, S. C.
225-1238
BANQUET FACILITIES
SEATING 30-80
MON.-THUR.
1976 Clemson Freshman Football Players
Thirty-six freshmen football candidates reported to Tigertown for the annual Press and Picture Day, a total figure that included both signees and
non-scholarship athletes. They are, from left to right, kneeling, Ronnie Locke, Rick Wyatt, Eric Young, Rex Varn, Chuck McClure, Buddy Hopkins, John
Mulcahy, Rick Basich, and Gary Adkins. Second row, left to right, Marvin Sims, Bill Robbins, James Russell, Carl Mayer, Tony Masone, Howard Callahan,
John Miller, Steve Carr, and Billy Lott. Third row, left to right, Bob Goldberg, Tim Heiman, Joe Brady, Randy Harrell, Mike Allen, Bob McNeely, Bob
McPhillips, Chris Dolce, and Marlon Brown. Back row, left to right, Greg Early, Jim Goehring, Chip Pruett, Jim Stuckey, Mike Marzek, Rocky Myrick, Ken
Yeomans, Stuart Donahue, and Lacy Foulks.
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS^AcN
College Avenue, Clemson, 654-5574 / Colonial Plaza, Seneca, 882-1925
Throughout the fall of 1975, as one
set of heavy statistics heaped upon
another,the sportswriters began guess-
ing about the following year's draft. How
fortunate for the expansion teams,
Tampa Bay and Seattle, to have their
choice of the dashing runners and the
dart throwers. Surely one of the big
backs or even a quarterback would be
first-picked to help frame an awesome
attack for the future.
Surprise for the press boxers. No
surprise for the scouts. Two defensive
giants, Leroy Selmon of Oklahoma and
Steve Niehaus of Notre Dame, were the
1-2 selections. Ron Wolf, longtime scout
and now operations director at Tampa,
explained why his team passed up a
running back or a quarterback.
"The foundation for building a team of
quality must start with defense. In
today's highly specialized game, it starts
with the front four, then the linebackers,
then the defensive backs. The old
cliches are still good
—
you know, you
can't score unless you get the ball, you
must hold 'em to beat 'em, before you
can win you have to keep from losing,
the best offense is a good defense, if you
keep them on THEIR half of the field,
your offense will be there faster. Want
more?"
In the jargon of the scouts Wolf added,
"We can't make a living by drafting
running backs. They don't last as long."
College football, like the pro brand,
demands controlled aggression. Inte-
rior linemen get hurt, too, but they are
not as vulnerable as the man with the
ball, especiallywhen that man is on a tear
upfield. Coaches gulp with fear when
watching their speedsters challenge a
moving wall; they close their eyes and
pray when that wall includes a 6 foot IVi
inch and 275 pound Selmon or a trimmer
6'5"and 268 pound Niehaus.
Of course, there are other factors es-
pecially in college. Though defenses are
becoming more sophisticated, the
offense is still harder to teach and learn.
Offensive players must drill more
closely. There is a lot of togetherness in
the get-off after the snap. Defense
allows more individuality, over 11 posi-
tions, because each defensive player
must react in his own way to THEIR snap.
Terminology in football sometimes
creates amusing oddities. (We're not
talking about tight ends. Jokes about
that position were milked dead years
ago.) Coaches now refer to "skill
positions"
—
quarterback, wide re-
ceiver, running back — which would
imply that some others, including all
defensive players, are without feet,
hands or head. It's amusing because the
first thing a college coach thinks of is
how to change a highly gifted offensive
athlete to the defense. Considering
weight for size, linebackers and
members of the outer secondary as a
group must be more versatile and
adaptive than the so-called skilled posi-
tion players on the offense.
No wonder the crowd demands DEE-
FENSE! DEE-FENSE! (a modern version
of'Hold That Line!"). Touchdowns rate
the headlines, buttackles win the game.
So, let us consider the concensus
defensive All-America for 1976:
continued on 1 5t
Fast and strong Wilson Whitely of Houston (78) is exemplary of many fine talented
defensive tackles who will highlight college football 76.
by Art Rosenbaum, San Francisco CHRONICLE
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I SETS THE INSTANT REPLAY
^ BACK 25 YEARS-
^
The Statue of Liberty Play. The Single Wing. The A Formation. This Fall,
we're bringing you the greatest plays in the history of football. And the
greatest players.
You'll see it all on the Fireman's Fund Flashbacks, a fantastic half-time
show on every NCAA Game of the Week on ABC. Every week, we'll look at the
teams that are playing, and play back some of the most incredible moments
in their history. As far back as 25 years ago.
We're bringing you these games and these Flashbacks so we can tell you
all about your local Independent Insurance Agent. He's a man who represents
many fine insurance companies. So he can choose the coverage that's best for
you. And when he chooses us, we want you to know he's done the right thing.
So much for the commercial. Here's the schedule* of games for this Fall:
Tuesday - Sept. 7
Saturday - Sept 1
1
Saturday - Sept. 18
Saturday - Sept. 25
Saturday - Oct 2
Saturday - Oct. 9
Saturday - Oct. 16
UCLA at Arizona State
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame
Tulsa at Oklahoma State
South Carolina at
Georgia Tech
Houston at Baylor
Ohio State at Penn State
Georgia at Clemson
Colorado at
Washington
Yale at Brown
Tennessee at Auburn
San Jose State at Stanford
Massachusetts at Harvard
To be announced.
Oklahoma at Texas (Dallas
To be announced.
Saturday - Oct. 23
Saturday - Oct. 30
Saturday - Nov. 6
Saturday - Nov. 13
Saturday - Nov. 20
To be announced.
To be announced
To be announced.
Alabama at Notre Dame
2nd game to be announced.
Michigan at Ohio State
USC at UCLA.
Thursday - Nov 25 To be announced.
Friday - Nov. 26 Oklahoma at Nebraska
Penn State at Pittsburgh
Saturday - Nov. 27 Army-Navy (Philadelphia)
Notre Dame at USC
Saturday - Dec 14 Arkansas at Texas
Monday - Dec. 27 Gator Bowl
Saturday - Jan 1 Sugar Bowl
*Schedule may vary in your area Check your local newspaper.
FIREMAN'S FUND FLASHBACKS ON ABC-TV.
Firemans Fund Insurance Companies. Home office: San Francisco. Look for your Fireman's Fund Agent in the Yellow Pages.
Nation's Best in Defense continued from 13t
Big linemen abound this year. At least
a dozen are the prototypes to make
coaches drool.
Mike Fultz of Nebraska, 6'5" and 275
lbs., could be the strongest man in
football. As a high schooler, he played
fullback, but the little boy was only 240
pounds then. He was also Nebraska state
champ in the shotput. A. J. Duhe of
Louisiana State, 6'3" and 245 lbs., is
anotherwatchfor. Lookto his heightand
weight. He's only 20 and still growing.
And don't mistake his baby face for
gentility; he is a ferocious inside tackle.
Dennis Boyd of Oregon State, 6'6" and
241 lbs., has the Marine squad leader
attitude— all out, all the time. A certainty
for the top five in the country is Notre
Dame's Russ Bowner, another great in a
long line of fine Irish defensemen.
Gary Jeter of USC, a star for two years,
may emerge as one of the best seniors.
He is one example that Coach McKay
didn't leave the cupboard bare. At 6'4"
and 236 lbs., Gary has played inside at
USC, but later he may be better suited to
defensive end with his 4.75 speed for 40
yards. At USC Jeter helped force the ball
carriers toward others. This year he may
be allowed to pick and choose the ball
packers he wants to squeeze.
Those five may well be All-America,
yet they could drop back to mere
honorable mention against the charge of
such as Wilson Faumuina, San Jose
State, 6'5" and 265 lbs., (he was formerly
290); Wilson Whitley, Houston, 6'2" and
275 lbs., an all-around prober who is
track coordinated; Phil Dokes, Okla-
homa State, 6'5" and 275 lbs., in the mold
of this school's fine defensive linemen
and a young fellow just realizing he is
The Citadel's Brian Ruff is a linebacker
sure to make the headlines.
made of super stuff; Mike Butler,
Kansas, 6'5" and 250 lbs., a reckless,
aggressive guy who was "discovered"
last year by attentive pro
scouts at bowl time though he had
playing time from freshman to senior, or
Joe Campbell, Maryland, 6'6", 225 lbs., a
virtual giant in the East.
Miami's coach, Carl Selmer, states
positively that 6'5", 250 lb. Eddie Edwards
is the best defensive player to wear a
Hurricane uniform sinceTed Hendricks,
and that's quite a reference.
The Bear says nobody should over-
look a tremendous Alabama standout
certain to make the news, tackle Bob
Baumhower.
Then there's Eary Jones from down
Memphis way. At 6'5" and 265 lbs., this
youngster has already made his mark on
opposing quarterbacks that have tested
the Memphis State defense.
To repeat, the linemen make up the
best defensive players in college this
year. So it is possible Charley Johnson,
Colorado, 6'2" and 265; Walter
Chapman, North Texas State, 5'10" and
245 lbs.; Nick Buonamici, Ohio State,
6'1" and 247 lbs.; Dave Lindstrom,
Boston U, 6'6" and 237 lbs.; or Duncan
McColl, Stanford, 6'4" and 235 lbs., may
be the "Alls" of 1976 instead of those
previously mentioned. McColl, in
particular, is a comer. One scout noted,
"McColl's father was an All-America and
his sister is a pom-pon girl. You watch
McColl and I'll watch his sister."
This year, it is said, college linebackers
and the outer secondary are not in a class
with linemen. But that could be a
deception. Football is a team game and
most knowledgeable critics deplore the
notion that an All-America player got to
that exalted station all by himself. No
passer ever made it big without a
superior catcher, and no ballpacker
gained 1000 yards a season without
strong blocking. So it may be with many
linebackers; they could become the
stars back of other stars up front, or vice
versa.
Receiving much praise is a player from
the Citadel who may be the nation's best
linebacker in 1976. His size may limit his
value in the draft, but he can hit as hard as
anybody and collegiately he will be a
star. Presenting . . . Brian Ruff.
At Penn State Joe Paterno points
proudly to two linebackers in theNittany
Lion mold who just may be the best two
in the East. They are Kurt Alderman and
Ron Hosteller.
Some scouts won't even nominate a
sure-fire linebacker. They talk of shifting
Bob Bruzinski, Ohio State end; Harvey
Hull, the Mississippi State nose guard,
and Lester Hayes, the Texas A & M strong
safety. All have the solid frame and the
4.7 speed, plus the inclination to hug
anybody carrying a football. One
outstanding outside linebacker is David
Lewis of USC, who has the dimensions at
6'4" and 227 lbs., and is a former
basketball ace with quick lateral
movement and loves a collision. He was
not consistent in 1975, but if he realizes
how good he really is, prepare to retreat.
Try some cornerbacks. Gary Green of
Baylor, a starter since freshman year and
the best athlete on his squad, is very
sound after recovering quickly from a
sophomore knee injury; Raymond
Clayborn of Texas is the game breaker
type and could play wide receiver, but is
Gary Jeter, USC tackle supreme, is on the
prospect list of many a pro team.
more valuable to his team in the corner;
Ralph Stringer, North Carolina State,
had some All-America recognition as a
junior, was a starter for four seasons,
could play any of five positions and is a
beautiful runner; Sidney Brown, Okla-
homa, is a tough guy whose jaw was
broken in the first game of 1974, had it
wired and though able to eat only
through a straw, still led the secondary in
interceptions and tackles, and Oscar
Williams, Oregon State all-arounder
with great speed, is the best on the
Pacific Coast, although challenged for
that honor by safeties Oscar Edwards,
the "Doctor Death" of UCLA and Mark
Patterson, Washington State,
continued on 18t
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THE
JUNIOR COLLEGE
With two years of college experience under his belt, a J.C. Transfer can adapt readily
to a new football program.
ow important is the junior col-
lege transfer to a major college foot-
ball program?
The answer to that question varies,
depending largely on a coach's phi-
losophy. A particular conference or
region also plays a role in the limi-
tation or indulgence.
For example, give a listen to Bill
Battle, the young and successful head
coach at the University of Tennessee:
"The junior college transfer plays
almost no role in our football pro-
gram. There are a few junior col-
leges in our area and I feel as though
a school has to commit a coach and
several thousand dollars if it is going
to be successful in junior college re-
cruiting.
"The freshman eligible rule has di-
minished the need for the junior col-
lege player, in my opinion.
"The Southeastern Conference, of
which the University of Tennessee is
a member, also has a rule that a
junior college player must be a grad-
uate in order to be immediately eli-
gible and this limits our recruiting
these young men."
In contrast, some schools and
members of a prominent conference
look upon the junior college transfer
as the way to go.
At the University of California at
Berkeley, head coach Mike White
says he's been able to turn the Bears'
program into a winning one princi-
pally by the use of JC imports.
"We lean more to the JC player
for several reasons," says White,
whose Bears tied UCLA for the Paci-
fic-8 Conference championship last
season. "Probably most important is
that it eliminates a lot of guesswork.
TRANSFER
by Dave Wik
We know he can play and can play
right now."
Two of California's standouts a
year ago were All-America running
back Chuck Muncie, who played for
the Bears three seasons after spend-
ing his freshman campaign with Ari-
zona Western College, and quarter-
back Joe Roth, who transferred in
at winter quarter after two fine sea-
sons at Crossmont JC.
White says his influence for iden-
tifying with the JC transfer originated
when he was an assistant on John
Ralston's winning staff at Stanford,
which included Rose Bowl victories
in 1971 and 1972.
"In a space of three years, of the
21 JC players we had recruited, 20
had made a significant contribution,"
White recalls of his days at Stanford.
"We realized that in researching the
JC concept, the money and time in-
vested gave us a good return from
the junior college player.
"At Berkeley, we've expanded it
even further. We've had tremendous
success ... 29 of our top 44 players
last season were JC transfers.
"The basic fact, and an important
one, is that the JC player—-after a
year, or a year and a half in school
—
is a more mature person. He really
changes during the freshman and
sophomore year.
"Adjustment to college is a big
thing. All kids talk about priorities,
and a lot of times these priorities
change
—
possibly due to the intense
competition. You see a lot of kids
bomb out during their freshman
year.
"We have found in the JC player
that he's now made a commitment
to football, and he's pretty much
reached his growth potential. We
found he's regrouped himself in the
academic area as well."
The Big Ten Conference, which
sends its champion against the Pac-8
kingpin in the Rose Bowl each New
Year's Day, doesn't have a pro-
nounced catering to JC transfers.
Says Alex Agase, head coach at
Purdue:
"Over the past years we have not
worked with junior college transfer
students. My feelings are that I would
continued on 2 1
1
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Years ago, Papa Cribari
made awine just forwhen
family& friends sat down together.
Nothing's changed
After 80 years, the same reason people still go to a football game
is the same reason people still gather over a jug of Cribari wine...
to sit down together and enjoy!
Enjoy Cribari red, white, rose and — if your side won — champagne.
In the stadium parking lot before the game, at home watching the game on TV,
in the pOSt game Celebration. And in the Old-fashioned jUg. B . Criban & Sons. San Francisco. California
HYATT
you'll never
wait in line
again.
Nation's Best
continued from 15t
Ever find yourself running a little late, especially at checkout time? We
make checking out as effortless as possible with this convenient Passport
Book, at many Hyatt Hotels. When bidding us farewell, just leave it
at the front desk . . . and you're on your way. No more endless waits in
checkout lines.
The Hyatt Passport Book. One of the many special touches ... all uniquely
Hyatt. A Touch of Hyatt. It means we're doing whatever it takes to make
you want to stay with us . . . again.
HYATT HOTELS©eWe're looking forward tor you.
18.
800-228-9000 Gets you Hyatt.
Worldwide.Toll Free, your travel agent
Larry King of Syracuse has been out-
standing in leading the Orangemen de-
fense.
Sometimes it is difficult to place a
player. Nolan Cromwell, Kansas, was a
safety in his first two seasons, but now is
a cornerback. His Bowl performance
brought rave reviews and, when drafted,
will be considered pre-trained as the
pros shift him back to safety. Cromwell is
also an academic All-America, a 4.5
speedster, and in high school was a
basketball and track all-state. Those
credentials and a dozen interceptions
will surely bring out the All-America
vote.
Larry King from Penn State is a dream
come true for any team. A defensive
back with all the determination and
credentials it takes to be a star, Larry, for
sure, will be in demand at the end of the
season.
Notre Dame's Luther Bradley is
another superb back to watch. His pass
coverage is outstanding due to his great
lateral speed and cat-quick reactions.
Martin Mitchell of Tulane plays corner
and free safety in All America style. Stan
Black of Mississippi State was a starter for
three years, butwhen needed asastrong
safety, was switched from wide receiver
.
And at free safety,USC offers Clint Stro-
zier, a kid with the smarts who is espe-
cially effective reading the run or pass,
and coming up to support on the run.
One not to be overlooked is Lester
Hayes, Texas A & M, an outside
linebacker who was shifted to strong
safety, and with his build, 6'1" and 205
lbs., could be in one place or another as
needed.
If one lists the punter on the defensive
team, we can make note that the battle
for the lead statistic will be between
Washington State's Gavin Hedrick and
Tom Skaldany of Ohio State.
And there you have the early line on
college All America, defense 1976. Prob-
lem, name only eleven. #
THE 1975 ACADEMIC
ALL-AMERICANS
UNIVERSITY DIVISION
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
Pos. Player & Institution Avg.
E 'John Boles, Bowling Green St. 3.86
E Kim Hoover, Maryland 3.80
T Chuck Fletcher, Auburn 4.00
T Steve Young, Colorado 3.93
C i I 'Ralph Jackson, New Mexico St. 3.79
G Tim Toews, San Jose St. 4.00
C Rik Bonness, Nebraska 3.02
RB tf* Brian Baschnagel, Ohio St. 3.33
RB Tom Heiser, Nebraska 3.80
RB Don Stevenson, Stanford 3.80
QB tfjohn Sciarra, UCLA 3.30
KS Danny Ridgeway, Alabama 3.76
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
E Dan Jilek, Michigan 3.05
E tt* Randy Stockham, Utah St. 3.97
T Bob Meade, Virginia 3.50
T $*LeRoy Selmon, Oklahoma 3.40
LB Jon Abbott, Arizona 3.83
LB Pete Morris, N. Texas St. 4.00
LB Damon Regen, Vanderbilt 3.75
LB * Dewey Selmon, Oklahoma 3.45
DB -Bob Elliott, Iowa 3.80
DB Ken Smith, William & Mary 3.90
S Bob Johnson, New Mexico 3.59
SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
E Don Hasselbeck, Colorado
E Ted Pappas, Stanford
T * Mike Bialas, NE Louisiana
T Christopher Ward, Ohio St.
G Floyd Dorsey, Kansas St.
G William Lukens, Ohio St.
C Gil Beck, Appalachian St.
RB Ricky Bates, Texas Tech
RB Glynn Harrison, Georgia
RB Jim Wingender, Iowa St.
QB Randy Dean, Northwestern
KS Chris Bahr, Penn St.
SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
E Dave Graziano, Villanova
T John Quinn, Penn St.
E Pat Curto, Ohio St.
T "John Wunderlich, Central Michigan
LB Jack Hall, N. Carolina St.
LB Bill Hamilton, Texas
LB Kenneth Kuhn, Ohio St.
LB Tom Standal, Michigan St.
DB tDarryl Jackson, N. Carolina St.
DB fChet Moeller, Navy
S Joe Avanzini, Oklahoma St.
Major
History
Hist. & Pre-Law
Pre-Med.
Elem. Ed.
Pre-Med.
Pre-Vet.
Business
Finance
Pre-Med.
Human Biology
Sociology
Education
Poli. Sci.
Pre-Med.
Mech. Eng.
Special Ed.
Pre Med.
Pre-Med.
Civ. Eng.
Public Rel.
Hist. & Ed.
Pre-Med.
Pre-Law
COLLEGE DIVISION
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
Pos. Player & Institution Avg. Major
E 1 ^u/rAnrp Rrunt RnrLrnpll Civ. Eng.
EC v*Rillv Hnnrl Dplta DluiOgy
r.prrv Hpuskpn Sucnuphannavj ci i y i icu ric ^ jusif cii iiiia 4.00 English
T George Wesbey, Augustana (III.) 3.96 Pre-Med.
G fSteve Anderson, Cheyney St. 3.85 Accounting
G Frank Stone, Millikin 3.65 Bus. Adm.
C *)im Clemens, Augustana (S.D.) 3.95 Chemistry
RB Eugene Campbell, Wheaton 3.63 History
RB Greg Custer, Fort Hays St. 3.62 Art
RB Frank Prochilo, C. W. Post 3.62 Finance
QB "Kent Stringer, SW Missouri St. 3.83 Pre-Med.
KS Bob Lacey, Chadron St. 3.78 Biology
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
E Tim Brodahl, Kearney St. 3.92 Pre-Med.
E Mike Wade, Western Carolina 3.85 Marketing
T John Kosco, Case Western Res. 3.80 Chemistry
T Bill Matthews, S. Dakota St. 3.57 Dairy Sci.
LB fDave Gellerman, Calif.-Davis 3.54 Economics
LB Keith Ordemann, Muhlenberg 3.76 Economics
LB Dennis Thome, Denison 3.70 Economics
LB Mark Tiernan, Santa Clara 3.91 Poli. Sci.
DB John Cocklereece, Wash. & Lee 3.67 Econ. & His
DB fChuck Peterson, Wartburg 3.90 Pre-Med.
S Anthony Saway, Mississippi Col. 3.90 Pre-Med.
*Denotes repeaters on Academic All-America
tDenotes 1975 winner, NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship
tDenotes 1975 National Football Foundation and Hall of Fame
Postgraduate Scholarship
Defensive back Ken Smith of
William & Mary
Tim Toews, San Jose
State offensive guard
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JUNIOR COLLEGE continued from 16t
rather work with a four year man.
"The only time a JC player should
be recruited is if he is good enough
to play right now. The two years
of eligibility that he has dictate that
he must be a producer immediately."
In the Big Eight Conference, a
more liberal attitude toward the JC
transfer exists.
States Bud Moore, the head coach
at the University of Kansas:
"It is very difficult to build a con-
sistent winner by relying on a lot of
junior college transfers. We believe
the nucleus of championship squads
are developed with a majority of ex-
perienced football players that have
been in our program.
"However, situations arise where a
junior college transfer can contribute
to our success, and we will attempt
to recruit a top player for a particular
position."
The University of Southern Cali-
fornia is under a new coach, John
Robinson. But the Trojans operate
much the same concerning the JC
player as they did during the 16-year
command of John McKay who suc-
cessfully recruited Heisman Trophy
winner O. J. Simpson from City Col-
lege of San Francisco.
Says Robinson:
"In recruiting the JC kid, the thing
you're looking for is someone who
can come in and help you immedi-
ately. He usually doesn't start, but
can work into a situation.
"Usually the JC kid has only two
years. Instead of a high school player
who has the potential, you look at
the JC kid for size, speed—the ability
to start right now.
"But he can't be expected to learn
everything at once. Often you'll get
only one year of playing time out of
him, unless he red shirts."
Jim Stanley, head coach at Okla-
homa State University, is one who
relishes the availability of players
from the JC talent pool:
"We feel like we have had a great
deal of help from junior college
transfers we have recruited. They are
able to give immediate help when
graduation takes its toll.
"I feel there are only two ways to
go on junior college players.
"We look at film and decide if the
junior college player can help us
immediately. We do not consider
anyone unless he can start immedi-
ately. If we misjudge his ability, we
try to red shirt him for a year.
"The disadvantage, which I feel is
minor, is the junior college player has
to fit into and learn a new system.
The primary concern of most coaches
is that you only have the player for
two years instead of four."
New Washington State head coach
Jackie Sherrill, who was an assistant
to Johnny Majors at Pittsburgh the
three previous seasons, recognizes
the advantages of successfully re-
cruiting a blue-chip athlete from the
JC ranks.
Says Sherrill:
"At Pittsburgh last year we brought
in seven JC kids, and each started
be good enough to start, or there's
no sense in recruiting him."
At Duke University, head coach
Mike McCee acknowledges that sev-
eral junior college players roam the
Durham, N.C., campus.
"They have generally performed
well, not only on the field, but have
progressed towards a degree as well,"
says McGee.
Don Read, head coach at the Uni-
versity of Oregon, spells out some of
the basic pros and cons centered
about the JC transfer.
"There's a definite advantage that
the JC player is more mature, an in-
Even though many J.C. Transfers come to major schools with excess credentials, they
still have to work their way into the established system.
or played a great amount. One was
an All-American and another might
have been a near All-American, but
he was hurt.
"But I don't think you can bring
in 20 to 30 JC kids at a time. That
can be a big disappointment for
youngsters wanting to prove them-
selves, because not all of them are
going to play.
"With everything equal, we'll al-
ways take the high school recruit
with four years instead of a junior
college player. We feel it's very im-
portant to center our recruiting on
the high school level."
This sentiment is seconded by Don
James, Sherrill's recruiting rival at the
University of Washington.
Says James:
"With the junior college player,
you have a feel of urgency. A JC
player should be able to come in and
dividual with 20 or more football
games under his belt.
"But he's also been exposed to at
least two philosophies on the high
school and junior college level. More
changes would take place by going
into a third program, and that can
take some time to absorb."
Charlie McClendon, Louisiana
State's veteran head coach, doesn't
relate to JC transfers.
"We've got tremendous high
school talent in the South," says Mc-
Clendon. "We at LSU, and other
schools like us, work like the dick-
ens in December to sign the best
high school kids we can."
There doesn't seem to be one
clear-cut philosophy concerning "The
J.C. Transfer." But, perhaps the two-
deep depth chart in today's program
will provide some clue as to which
way your favorite team is leaning.
21.
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Match the Nicknames Below to the Famous Players of the Game
1. "Hurry up"
2. "Dixie"
3. "Pop"
4. "Ace"
5. "Buddy"
6. "The Galloping Ghost
7. "Whizzer"
8. "The Lonesome End"
9. "Brick"
10. "Crazy Lees"
11. "Babe"
12. "The Horse"
13. "Bruiser"
14. "Doc"
15. "Wrong Way"
16. "Pappy"
17. "Bronko"
18. "Sleepy Jim"
19. "Cal"
20. "Bud"
21. "Hopalong"
22. "Swede"
23. "Red"
24. "The Dutchman"
25. "Choo Choo"
26. "Ole 98"
27. "Bobby"
28. "Gloomy Gil"
"Whizzer'
"Wrong Way"
Howard Cassady
Lynn O. Waldorf
Felix Blanchard
Norm Van Brocklin
Glenn Scobey Warner
Edwin C. Horrell
Tom Harmon
Clarence Parker
Frank Kinard
EH Charlie Justice
Bill Carpenter
Bronislaw Nagurski
Claude H. Young
Robert C. Hubbard
Knute Rockne
Harold Grange
Fielding Yost
Elroy H. Hirsch
Millard Howell
EH Roy Riegels
James Crowley
Robert L. Dodd
EarlBlaik
Gilmore Dobie
Byron White
Alan Ameche
Charles Wilkinson
Harold Muller
SCORE:
23-28 You must be an old timer or a grand student of the sport.
10-22 Average. Better luck next time.
0-9 Read the sports section more often.
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FOR STOCKBROKERSWHOKNOW
THE INVESTMENTNEEDS
OFHALFA MILLIONPEOPLE,
SEEDEAN WITTER.
Dean Witter stockbrokers know more than stocks and bonds. And
more than options, tax programs, retirement plans and commodities,
too.They know people. Over halfa million people now come to Dean
Witters more than 130 offices all over the country. Because they know
they'll get sound ideas for investing their money wisely. No matter what
their investment goals and strategy. Ifyou want stockbrokers who know
how to put i nvestment ideas to work for people, see Dean Witter.
This year, you'll also see Dean Witter onTV We're helping to sponsor
telecasts ofNCAA football, as well as other major sports events.
ill DEAN WITTER& CO.
TmJF INCORPORATED
DEAN WITTER g CO.. INCORPORATED 1976
PENNZOiL
PZ-1
OIL FILTEP
Quality.
PennzoiFs
On Filter
is built
onit.
When your car is worth caring for, Pennzoil is worth asking for.
George Coleman, Jr.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest, S. C.
George Campbell
John Foster Motors
Easley, S. C.
J. H. Satcher
Satcher Motor Co.
Aiken, S. C.
Don Shevy
Dodge City
Greenville, S. C.
Jim Connell
Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
Anderson, S. C.
Jim Flynt (seated), Pres.
Jim Hays (standing), VP.
Triangle Pontiac-GMC Inc.
Aiken, S. C.
Joe B. Feagle, Jr.
Feagle Motor Co.
Johnston, S. C.
Edsel Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Co.
Andrews, S. C.
Superior Motors Inc.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Jim Guthrie
George Ballentine
George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood, S. C.
OUR DEEP APPRECIATION. . .
To the automobile dealers shown and listed on this page who
have donated cars to the Clemson Athletic Department for use in
travel by members of the staff.
Clemson Athletic Department.
Niles Caldwell (seated),
Leslie Caldwell (right)
Karen Harlan (left)
Cross Country Ford
Woodruff, S. C.
D. E. Mosteller
Guy Motor Co.
Anderson, S. C.
Debbie Rowell
Tigerette Captain
Keith Snelgrove
Commander
STAFF
Vice-Commander Ben Holden
Assistant Drum Major
Sergeant Major
Supply Officer
Assistant Supply Officers
Librarian
« J Assistant Librarians
Flag Corps Captain
Percussion Coordinator
Carolane Bagnal
Carolyn Helena
Brenda Huff
Stephenie McCoy
Laura Boatright
Dean Norton
.Dale Walsh
.Sandy Moody, Stewart Kidd, Steve Mays
Dave Griffith
/IcMillan, Cynthia Sams, Myssi Haven
ijgj Vicki Harley
TIGERETTES
^?J?ibtfta Peeler
Katie Pickett
Mary Roberts
Leilani Shannon
Mike DelCampo
atMORELAND,we
make tracks,too!
(allover the Southeast)
From our 12 centrally located plant sites throughout the Southeast, Moreland Chemical
Co. makes tracks on every highway and biway—delivering a multitude of vital chemical
products to our customers. Call Moreland for every chemical need when you need it fast,
correctly, and economically.—Spartanburg, S. C.— Florence, S. C.—Greenville,
S. C.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—Kingsport, Tenn.—Nashville, Tenn.—Atlanta, Ga.
—
Augusta, Ga.—Charlotte, N. C.—Greensboro, N. C.—Tampa, Fla.—Richmond, Va.
MORELAND
MAIN PLANT AND GENERAL OFFICES: Camp Croft. Spartanburg. S. C. 29302
R O. Box 2169/Telephone 803/585-4321
CLEMSON IPTAY OFFICERS & REPRESENTATIVES
George G. Poole, Jr., IPTAY Pres.
Director, District VI
B. K. Chreitzberg
Director, District I
Grover Henry
Director, District II
Dr John H Timmerman
Director, District III
Bill M Reaves
Director, District IV
J Garner Bagnal
Director, At-Large
A. U. Priester, Jr
Director, At-Large
'Id
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT I
B. K. Chreitzberg, Director—District I
304 Whitehall Road
Anderson, S. C. 29621
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Phil Rosenberg. Chairman
Charles B Murphy
M Earle Williamson
ANDERSON COUNTY
S T King, Chairman
Randy Bell
Victor G. Chapman
R Carol Cook
Walter T Cox. Jr
Joe B Davenport
Dr James P. Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Dr. C. Patrick Killen
Ralph King, Jr.
Percy C Osteen Jr
A R Ramseur
Robert G Sharpe
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L McCord. Chairman
Dr F Erwin Abell, Jr.
William E Burnett
Johnson Craig
Robert M Erwin, Jr
W K Fooshe, Jr
Nevit Y, Johnson
W M Self
McCORMICK COUNTY
T C Faulkner, Jr
John L Bracknell
OCONEE COUNTY
Arthur Nuttall, Jr.
McCurry Neville
W. C Harper, Jr.
PICKENS COUNTY
James V Patterson, Chairman
Gaston Gage, Jr.
M. Riggs Goodman
Dr. Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Joseph A. West
J. Eddie Burrell
Jerry R. Byrd
Roddey E. Gettys. Ill
Gil Rushton
Floyd M. Hunt
W. E. "Doc" Vaughan
Charles E. Dalton
William C. Singleton
Robert M. Guerren
Reeves Gressette, Jr., IPTAY Vice Pres.
Director. District V
T C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr R C. Edwards. Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F. Holmes. Director
Coach Frank Howard, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
Chris Suber, Director
LAURENS COUNTY
Joseph R. Adair, Chairman
T Heath Copeland
W, Brooks Owens
Dr. N. Carl Wessenger
Ralph C. Prater
H. M. Faris
Charles J. Glenn
Gray Hipp, Jr.
Hugh F. Morgan, Jr.
Cecil P. Roper
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W. M. Manning, Jr., Chairman
Andy N. Beiers
Cecil W. Comer
Wilbur K. Hammett
Arthur W OShields
T R Adams, Jr.
John Brady
A. B. Bulhngton. Jr.
William M. Cooper
John B Cornwell, Jr
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cribb
John Easterlmg, Jr.
W. Gerald Emory
Judge Bruce Foster
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT II
Grover Henry, Director—District II
715 Dupree Drive
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M. Hamrick, Jr., Chairman
Van Stephen Moss
Dr W. Ronald Barrett
R S. Campbell
Wiley Hamrick
E. Raymond Parker
James R. Sanders, Jr.
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Kermit Watson, Chairman
Miles E. Bruce, Vice Chairman
Floyd S. Long, Vice Chairman
C. Evans Putman, Vice Chairman
Phillip H. Burnett
Charles A. Bryan. Jr.
Gordon S. Davis
Henry Elrod
Clark Gaston. Jr.
Joe D. Gibson
Joel W. Gray, III
Charles D. Hunt
Richard H. Ivester
Z. K. Kelley
Henry M Lee
Seabrook L. Marchant
G. D. "Doc Morgan
William J Neely, Jr.
William H. Orders
John F. Palmer
I. N. Patterson, Jr.
George M. Plyler
John G Slattery
J Harold Townes, Jr.
S. Gray Walsh
David Wilkins
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
W. Lem Dillard
E. Richard Taylor, Jr.
Terry L. Long
Peter H. Bryan
Thomas K Norris
James E. Smallwood
Calvin H. Garrett
Charlie Bussey, IPTAY Sec.-Treas.
Director, At-Large
W. H. Taylor. Director
Marshall Walker, Director
Lawrence Starkey, Alumni Past Pres.
Ex-Officio Director
Bill McLellan
Athletic Director
George Bennett
Assistant Athletic Director
Gene Willimon
IPTAY Executive Secretary
Harry H Gibson
L. J Hendnx, Jr
W. A. Hudson
A. P Kerchmar
Phil Prince
Marvin C Robinson, Jr
Robert L. Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Harold E Blackwell, Chairman
Hunter S Harris, Jr
B. E. Kirby, Jr.
W B Shedd
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT III
Dr. John H. Timmerman, Director—District I
1513 Morninghill Drive
Columbia, S. C. 29210
AIKEN COUNTY
H. O. Weeks, Chairman
William R Alexander
William J. Coleman
E Hines Hamilton
James W. Padgett
Alan M Tewkesbury, III
Dr Charlie W. Timmerman
F A Townsend, Jr
J. Lester Thompson
Carol H Warner
0. C. Batchelor
Alan J Coleman
James L. Walpole
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E. O. Dukes. Jr., Chairman
J. B. Herlong, Vice Chairman
Joe F. Anderson
J W Gilliam, Jr.
Henry M. Herlong
Clyde M Smith
Thomas H. Ryan
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Dave H. Caughman, Chairman
James Tracy Childers
Charles M. Stuck
T. A. Henry
H. Ralph Corley
Johnny L. Cagle
Ben G Compton
James A Compton
W. Craig Jumper
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Earle Bedenbaugh. Chairman
Clifford T. Smith, Vice Chairman
W. Wade Smith
Louie C. Derrick
Melvin Larry Longshore
C. H. "Pete" Ragsdale, III
Terry C. Shaver
C. Gurnie Stuck
Lyon C. Fellers
Dave C. Waldrop, Jr.
J. H. Simpson, Jr.
RICHLAND COUNTY
Carl M Lewis, Jr., Chairman
George I Alley
Thomas R. Bailey
Jack W. Brunson
William B. Clinton, Jr.
Ralph E Cooper
Don E. Golightly
William E. Hair
Col. George B. Herndon
Harry J. Johnson
James P. McKeown, III
W Dave Merry, III
Henry M. Simons. Jr.
Davis 0. Smith
John B Smith, Jr
Frederic W. "Buddy Wenck
E Ralph Wessinger
Virgil F Linder. Jr.
John W McLure
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr.
SALUDA COUNTY
J. W Riser, Chairman
Bernard L Black
James A. Derrick
Alfred B Coleman
Ted Coleman
Ben|amin H Herlong
Kenneth Yarbrough
Tom C Wright
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT IV
Bill M. Reaves. Director, District IV
515 Richardson Circle. E
Hartsville. S. C 29550
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT VI
George G. Poole, Jr., Director—District VI
P. O. Box 541
Mullins. S. C. 29574
CHESTER COUNTY
J B Bankhead, Chairman
Edward C. Abell
F. E. Abell
Richard A Coleman
Curtis A. Fennell
George R. Fleming
Ed Lindsay
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James H Hoover, Chairman
John R. Thomas
Fred C. Craft, Jr.
Claude B Her, Jr.
James C Stone
Patrick K, White
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr W Phil Kennedy. Chairman
William B. McCown. Ill
Dr Thomas James Bell, Jr.
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Harry McDonald
Dr M. B Nickles, Jr.
J. Wilton Carter
Dennis Yarborough
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
F. E Hughes. Jr.. Chairman
Bruce Finley
Louis M Boulware
J K. Coleman
Edward M Crawford
Harold R Jones
KERSHAW COUNTY
J. F. Watson, Chairman
Crawford E Sanders, III
Ronald Small
G. P. Lachicotte
LANCASTER COUNTY
Garrett J Mobley
James Alton Mobley, Jr.
W. P. Clyburn
Marion D Lever
W Ohn Small
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY
C. E. Calhoun. Chairman
Ray C. Smith
F. A. Spencer
YORK COUNTY
Aquille M Hand, Jr
.
Chairman
James G. Bagnal, III
Allord Haselden
James D. Armour
J. C Pearce
David E Angel
S. L. Campbell
E. M. "Buck" George
Thomas E Grimes. Ill
W. T. Jenkins. Jr.
J. C. Rhea. Jr
William R Sanders
John K. Benfield, Jr.
W. F. Harper
Floyd D. Johnson
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT V
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director—District V
P O Box 614
Orangeburg, S. C. 29115
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D. Crum
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain, Chairman
R Herman Rice
BARNWELL COUNTY
Walter A. Holcombe
T. E. Richardson
Grover C. Kennedy. Ji-
Norman M. Smith, II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Charles T. Brown
Robert H. Fellers
James S. Gibson, Jr.
Bryan Loadholt
Henry Chambers
Harry J Tarrance
BERKELEY COUNTY
W Henry Thornley
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H. Bull
Lawrence M Gressette. Jr
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Coleman Glaze, Chairman
W R. Bailey
Archie E Baker
George Bullwinkel, Jr
W. S. "Bill" Daniel. Jr.
Dreher Gaskin
Miss Beverly Hafers
Mac R Harley
William C. Kennerty
Samuel W McConnell
Hans F Paul
Carl S Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum. Jr.
Walter A. Renken, Jr.
A B Schirmer, Jr.
Van Noy Thornhill
H. L Dukes. Jr
William A. Grant
Keith H Waters
COLLETON COUNTY
J Ryan White. Jr
.
Chairman
W. R Carter
William T Howell, Jr
B. George Price. Ill
Marion W Sams, Jr.
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Gene W. Dukes
Dexter Rickenbaker
H D Byrd
Clifford Monroe Henley
Tom Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY
David B. Gohagan
W. A. Lawton
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews
William F. Speights
JASPER COUNTY
Weldon E. Wall
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
F Reeves Gressette, Jr., Chairman
Jack G. Vallentine
William B Bookhart, Jr.
J. M. Russell. Jr.
James C. Williams. Jr.
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr
Russell S- Wolfe, II
David L Glenn
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B Gardner. Chairman
G. H. Furse, Jr.
Lawrence I. Gibbons
Dr Robert E. Jackson
H. B. Rickenbaker
H. F. Swilley
D. H. Atkinson
DILLON COUNTY
W. Gordon Lynn. Chairman
Charles F. Carmichael
Charles G. Lucius, Jr.
Robert Martin, Jr.
Joseph Powell
FLORENCE COUNTY
Rufus M Brown, Chairman
Mrs. Rufus M Brown
Marvin Cockfield
Harold B Haynes
L. Chappell Jones
John Lunn
John F. Poole
Wilbur O. Powers
Edward L. Young
James W King
L. M. Coleman, Jr.
Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
Dr. William L Coleman
Leland Finklea, Jr
Dr. H. A. Jordan
John G Rose
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Yank Barnneau, Chairman
Sam M Harper
John C Heinemann
James P. Jayroe
Glenn A. Cox
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
HORRY COUNTY
R G. Horton. Chairman
F. L. Bradham
Buddy Gore
S. F. Horton
William D. Anderson, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. James P. Creel
John H. Holcombe. Jr.
Bob Spann
MARION COUNTY
T. C. Atkinson, III. Chairman
Robert G Mace
T. C. Atkinson, Jr
Duncan C Mclntyre
John H. Holt
SUMTER COUNTY
W T Fort, Jr , Chairman
E Mac DuBose
Sen. T. O. Bowen, Sr
William B Boyle
Dr Wyman L. Morris
R. L Wilder, Jr
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J. Snow. Jr., Chairman
Dr. W. C. Cottingham
W H. Cox
Fred T Guerry, Jr.
James M Kennedy
GEORGIA
Mickey Earle Reeves, Athens
Douglas C. Edwards. Atlanta
Howard E Hord, Atlanta
Thomas W. Eiserhardt. Augusta
John L. Murray, Augusta
Edwin Presnell, Augusta
Thomas E. Peterson, Conyers
Eugene P. Willimon, Jr., LaGrange
Jerry A Brannon. Lilburn
Andrew P. Calhoun. Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
James H. Spencer, Jr., Asheboro
Eddie N. Dalton, Asheville
Maniy E Wright, Asheville
W B Croxton, Burlington
W W Allen, Cary
John B. Cornwell. III. Charlotte
James B Foster, Charlotte
Edgar L. Miller, Jr., Charlotte
George A. Hutto. Jr.. Cramerton
Dr. Joe B. Godfrey. Forest City
Col. J. L. Edmonds, Greensboro
Walter M Nash, III. Greensboro
Joseph B. Bright, Hendersonville
Pete Folsom, Hendersonville
Tom R Morris, Jr., Hickory
W D Moss, Jr., Mooresville
Dr. T. G Westmoreland. Shelby
Dr. C. R. Swearmgen. Jr., Smithfield
William T. Worth, Southern Pines
Robert S. Bonds. Statesville
John R. Longshore, Wilmington
J H Abrams. Winston-Salem
Don Kirkpatnck. Winston-Salem
Arthur Thomas, Winston-Salem
OTHER STATES
J. V. Roberts
Albertville, Ala.
William Lindsay Wylie
Middlebury, Conn.
Frank H. Inabnit, Jr.
Jacksonville. Fla
Lawrence D. Sherer, Jr
Ormond Beach, Fla.
J. Tom Shell
Orange Park. Fla.
Leon R. Young
Winter Park. Fla.
Carl F. Bessent
Baltimore, Md
Emerson E Andrishok
Summit, N J
Alvin J Hurt, Jr
Cincinnati. Ohio
A. Wayne Ward
Stillwater. Okla.
James C. Furman
Brentwood, Tenn.
Benjamin K Sharp
Cleveland, Tenn.
Johnny L. Osteen
Germantown. Tenn.
Harry W Smith
Kingsport. Tenn.
Thomas C. Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville. Tenn.
Robert P. Corker
Signal Mountain. Tenn
Davis T. Moorhead
Annandale, Va.
Col. David C. Rogers
Vienna. Va
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capt. Frank J. Jervey, Clemson
R. R. "Red" Ritchie, Clemson
Hoke Sloan, Clemson
C. M Shook, Piedmont
Garry C. "Flip" Phillips, Seneca
Robert Cathey, Houston, Texas Priester Bagnal Atkinson DesChamps Edwards
Gault Lawhon Lemon Suber Taylor Walker Hughes Holmes Howard McLellan Willimon
QUANTITY # DESCRIBE ITEM
PRICE TOTAL
EACH PRICE
Make Check or Money order payable to: Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
Clemson Canteen Giftshop shipments plus $1.50 to cover
postage and handling. For three
Prices are subject to change or more ltems add $2 00 (°
cover shipping. total
ORDER FORM
Ordered By.
Ship to:
Regardless of the occasion or person, thi
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP ha:
made gift shopping easy Merely selec
the product(s) you so desire, complete thi
coupon and forward with check tc
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP
Clemson University, Clemson, S. C
29631
#1 —Rubber baby pants with Tiger Size;
S (to 12 lbs ). M (12 to 18 lbs ), L (24 tc
30 lbs.) $1.7£'
#2—Baby bib with Tiger (Plastic with terrj
cloth lining) $1.7S
#3—Purple and orange STOCKING CAF
with CLEMSON on front (one size fits
all) $3.98*
#4—Adult gym shorts CLEMSON white
W/navy stripe Sizes S (28-30), M (32-
34), L (36-38), XL (40-42) $3.4S
#5—Child's SWEAT SHIRT in orange or
white. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8). M (10-
12), L (14-16) $4 98
#6
—Child's T-Shirt white with navy trim.
Tiger socking Gamecock. XS (2-4), S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $2.98
#7—Child's navy and orange T-Shirt.
Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8). M (10-12), L
(14-16) (Orange not available in
XS) $2,988
#8—Child's T-Shirl white with orange
trim Sizes XS (2-4). S (6-8). M (1 0-1 2),
L (14-16) $2.98:
#9A—Adult navy unlined |acket with
PAW in Sizes S, M. L, XL .... $1 1 98
9B—Children's unlined |acket available
in Sizes S (6-8). M (10-12), L (14-
16) $10.98"
#10—Adult orange unlined jacket with
white PAW Sizes S, M, L, XL $11 98
10B—Children's unlined jacket avail-
able in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $10,981
10C—Adult orange light lined jacket
with PAW Sizes S, M. L, XL . . $16 98
#11A—Adult navy light lined jacket with
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY. Sizes S, M,
L, XL $16.98 I
1 1 B—Adult navy also available in pile
lining. Sizes S, M, L. XL $20.98
1 1 C—Child's navy light lined jacket.
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $15.98-
#1 2—Roll up nylon rain hat. Sizes 6 7/e, 7,
7V8
,
7'/4, 7%. 7V2 , 75/s $4.95
#13—Adult short sleeve orange football
jersey, 100% cotton Sizes S, M, L,
XL $6.98 I
#14A—Adult natural football jersey,
100% cotton. Sizes S, M. L, XL $7.50
14B—Children's natural football jersey.
100% cotton. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M
(10-12), L (14-16) $6.50
# 1 5A—Adult orange football jersey. 50%
cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $7.50 :
15B—Youth orange football jersey,
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $6.50
15C—Juvenile orange football jersey,
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S (2),
M (4), L (6) $5.98
# 16—Adult nylon mesh golf or tennis shirt
available in white or navy. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $9.98
# 1 7—Orange golf hat with TIGER PAW &
adjustable strap $4.98
#18A—Old fashioned glasses with
TIGER PAW. Set of 8 $13.50
1 8B—Old fashioned glasses with COL-
LEGE SEAL done in silver. Set of
8 $14.50
#19A—Highball glasses with TIGER
PAW. Set of 8 $12.50
19B—Highball glasses with COLLEGE
SEAL done in silver. Set of 8 . $13.50
#20—Small mug CLEMSON/PAW crest
metal tankard. 10 oz $5.98
#21—Ash tray 5 in. diameter metal
W/PAW $3.98
#22—Large mug CLEMSON/PAW crest
metal tankard. 16 oz $7.98
#23—Adult's golf or tennis shirt, 50%
polyester, available in navy or white.
Sizes S, M, L, XL $8 49
#24—Adult's SWEAT SHIRT orange,
navy, or white with TIGER PAW. Sizes
S, M, L, XL $5.98
#25—Adult white T-Shirt with navy trim.
Sizes S, M, L, XL $3.49
#26—Adult navy or orange T-Shirt with
CLEMSON & PAW. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $3.25
#27—Adult SWEAT SHIRT with SEAL;
orange only Sizes S. M, L, XL . $5.98
#28—Adult T-SHIRT with CLEMSON;
navy or orange. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $3.25
IPTAY-" Special Recognition
During the fiscal year of 1 975-76, contributions made to
the Clemson IPTAY Club showed an increase over the
previous 12 months. This was the 12th consecutive year
that an increase had been noted.
Altogether, $915,630 were contributed by some 8,977
individuals. This represented over 1 01 per cent of the goal
originally set. South Carolina raised 1 01 percent of its goal,
North Carolina 102 and Georgia 104.
This was the first time that over $900,000 were realized,
but it was the fifth straight year that over a half million
dollars came in. Every penny received through IPTAY
since its beginning in 1934 has been used for athletic
scholarships only. Sixteen men's and women's sports now
benefit from IPTAY.
On the following pages we have listed those people and
business organizations, who are being recognized by their
permission, for their interest and continued support of
IPTAY.
$2000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Abney ^fl^^RflB^ ^fa^f^B^ jtt^^fi^t^
J R Fulp Jr
Pepsi Cola Bottlin 9 Co Dr William P. Kay, Jr. Calhoun Lemon
Anderson S C
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Greenwood. S. C.
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Hanmpton, S. C.
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Batesburg, S. C.
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Mr. & Mrs. George I. ieorgeAlley Mr. & Mrs. Geo G. Poole,
Irmo, S C. Mullins, 5
Bill Folk, Jr., Memorial
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Coach Frank J. Howard
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Clemson. S. C
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Clemson, S. C
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$1000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
First National Bank
of South Carolina
Anderson and Clemson Officesrs lei
Charleston, S, C
R B. Pond
Construction Co.. Inc.
William M. Boyce
Darlington, S. C.
jam, jfttto
Fairfield Spreader Service
R. A. Westbrook &
A. H. McMeekin, Jr.
Monticello, S. C.
James F. Harrison
Harrison Electrical
Constructors, Inc
Greenville, S. C.
Roger G. Perry
Greenville, S. C
Greenwood Packing Plant
Henderson Bamette
3reenwood,
V. F. Under,
Irmo,
0§MFrank Distributing Co.
Anderson, S. C.
Cogburn Dairy, Inc.
Frank S. Hankel, Jr.
M0m
Dr. Paul A. Coward
Hartsvilie, S. C.
Winnsboro, S
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^Rk He
Sanitation, In
Greenville, S.
0*0
C. Evans Putman
Greenville, S. C.
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!nn R*m*H* Nosredna, Inc.
Myrtle Beach, S. C
South Carolina
Seating Co.. In
Chuck Hawkins
Irmo, S. C
Ware Brothers
Construction Company
Moncks Corner, S. C.
Dr. Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr.
Charleston, S. C.
0*0
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsvilie, S.
J. K. Coleman F. E. Hughes, Jr.
Winnsboro, S. C.
R. W. Dalton
Dalton & Neves
Engineers
Greenville, S C.
0*0
Joe A. Hewell
Greenville, S. C.
m
Southern Bank
& Trust Company
J. P. Southerland
Greenville, S. C.
Marion, S.
Ed & Red Phillips
Chicken Farm
Moncks Corner, S C.
Daniel inte. national Corporation
Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
Greenville, S. C.
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Greenville, S.
United Inv
Louis G. Man
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W. M. Umphlett Memorial
By: Clyde D. Umphlett
& Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Corner, S. C.
Sanders Brothers, Inc.
Gaffney. S. C.
vis F. Hotmes
Trenton, S. C.
James W. King
Johnsonville, S. C.
ifcGordon S. Davis
Greenville, S. C.
0*0
A Friend of Clemson
Greenville, S. C.
C. M. Shook
Piedmont, S. C.
00m 00m
rles W. Bussey, Jr. W. G. DesChamps,
,
Charle
Laurens, S. C.
0*0
Eskridge & Long
Construction Corp
Marion, S C.
Jr.
Bishopville, S.
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Frank J. McGe
Seneca,
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Laurie Edward B<TJennett
Springfield, S. C.
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lemson, S. C.
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Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, S. C.
__
Spartanb^pF. C.
Eddie N. Dalton
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Fair
Srs, Inc.
Spartanburg, S C.
atson
Spartanburg, S C.
Billy G. Wat:
i
_
Asheville, N.
Co. Inc.
C.
Holiday Inn
Clemson, S. C.
John H. Bailey
Columbia, S. C.
Mrs. W. P° |
pnor of
Mr. & . (Pap) Timmerman
By Or. & Mrs. John H. Timmerman
& Family
Mr. & Mrs. W. P (Tim) Timmerman
amity
^^fijice
Spartanburg, S C
lilton
Jacksonville, Florida
0*rPnucor
Charlotte, N. C.
#4L
Brick & Tiie
Kings Mou
Sjaj£o.
untain. N C
Gordon L. Goodson
eazeaie. Jr.
Knoxville, Tenn
iLibby and I
McLean
y Bill Holcomb
n, Virginia
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs. William C. DuPre
Abbeville
C. L. Huggins
Donalds
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken
Houndslake Corporation
Richard L. Meyer
Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
F. A. Townsend, Jr.
Frank T. Gibbs
North Augusta
Carrol H. Warner
Wagener
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Proceeds From IPTAY
Tournament
$500 GOLD CARD
The Peoples Bank of Iva
Iva
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
E. Buckley Hancock
Pendleton
Dr. Jim Hellams
Pendleton
BARNWELL COUNTY
Dr. Gary L. Mullins
Blackville
Norman M. Smith, II
Williston
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Hartsville
Dr. T. James Bell, Jr.
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Harry M. McDonald
Bill M. Reaves
Dennis Yarborough
Lamar
DILLON COUNTY
Charles F. Carmichael
Dillon
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Charles L. Johnson
Burton
BERKELEY COUNTY
Dr. Peter E. Myers, IV
Moncks Con
T. W. Salisbu
i ru • —.,, - .
Anderson County Clemson Club Moncks Corner 4
W. G. Lynn
Dillon
Mr. & Mrs
Latta
. Joseph L. Powell
Albert J. Rogers & Son
Fork
DORCHESTER COUNT
Anderson Orthodontic Assoij
Doctors Croxton & McCon
James H. Boulware
Nathan W. Childs
B. K. Chreitzberg
Robert F. Coble, Jr. and
Charles C. Allen, Jr.
Ronald D. Cromer
Wometco Vend-A-Matic
J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Dr. Walter L. Gaillard
Robert V. Harrell
Doctors Hentz & Hentz, P
Dr. Charles W. Hinnant
King Oil Company
In Memory of Max B. King
G. Eugene Madden
Electric City Printing Co.
Steven E. Madden
Electric City Printing Co.
P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co.
Dr. Donald C. Roberts &
Dr. Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr.
James A. Smith, Jr.
Tag & Label Corp.
T. Barney Smith
Dr. A. Fred Stringer, Jr.
Jack J. Terry
Harry McLean Wilson
Windsor Associates
Belton
Capital Bank & Trust
James R. Fowler, Pres.
Linwood Cheatham
James F. Little
Dr. J. Clayton Richardson &
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
'7
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Bill Daniel B
0. R. Lever
Aaron A. Nettles, Jr.
Russell & Bryant R^g|Jj|
William^GrajJ
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.
Mt. Pleasant
Doctors J. O. and K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant Hospital, Inc.
Mt. Pleasant
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Dr. Ronald Barrett, DMD, PA
Gaffney
R. S. Campbell, Jr.
Gaffney
CHESTER COUNT"
ssley, Jr.
W. T. Wrenn*
Chester
orp. Mr & M
Johnstoi
Gene W. Dukes
St. George
Bailey & Associates
Summerville
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
r. & Mrs. Robert H. Herlong
Johnstori
rs. John A. Hughes
Diversified Industries, mc^
Trentor
srn c
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
John J. Hood, Jr.
Ridgeway
Winnsboro
Edward M Crawford
W. M. Estes, Jr
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Andrews
H. E. Hemingway
Thomas O. Morris
W. L. Ragland
Glenn A. Cox
Pawleys Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island
A. H. Lachicorte, Jr.
Pawleys Island
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Greenville
Allied Textile Sales, Inc.
David Terry Tallon
Allstate Food Brokers, Inc.
T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
AARO Rents, Inc.
Lewis L. Bates, Jr.
r. & Mrs. Harry G. Batson
jjae Beer Shoppe Ltd.
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc.
Richard L. Few
Walter B. Crawford
Elliott Technical Services
P. L. Walker
Dr. William Evins
J. M. Farmer
Ralaioh J. Farr
nfederate.Textile Machinery
Thomas M. Floyd, Jr.
Harrison S. Forrester
Francis Realty Co.
Jamile J. Francis
J. M. Gilfillin
Elm
J. B. PiJ
Chester
Harold R. Jones
FLORENCE COUNT
Florence
Mr. & Mrs. Rufus M. Brown
L. Chappell Jones
vtoro ~ .
^Kack
>UNT\W Han
Tom
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Bill Henley
Cheraw
Dr. Billy Blakeney
Pageland
CLARENDON COUNTY
John William Green
Turbeville
J. W. Green Company, Inc.
Turbeville
COLLETON COUNTY
James Ray Cook
Walterboro Pole Co., Inc.
Walterboro
M. Robertson
King Farms
Joe W. King
Johnsonville
Stephen H. Mudge
Johnsonville
F. A. Douglass, Jr.
Lake City
Troy H. Lamb
Lake City
W. G. Moorer
Olanta
Pamplico
B & C Fuel
Joe L. Bostick
Dr. William L. Coleman
Howard H. Thomas
C. Goodwin
Greene
ck & Patsy Greene
Floyd F. Griffin, Jr.
rwood Mfg. Co., Inc. #1
J. D. Harrison
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Francis K. Hinnant
W. M. Hooks
Willie R. Hudson
Tires, Incorporated
Grady R. Jones
Dr. Roland M. Knight
W. Gordon McCabe, Jr.
Fred J. Mappus, Jr.
C. B. Martin
William E. Mathews
Daniel International Corp.
Earl B. Mills
Yeargin Construction Company,
Inc.
Palmetto Loom Reed Company
I. N. Patterson, Jr.
John Perkins
Jack Pittman
Pittman's Textile Machinery &
Supply Co., Inc.
James Rochester Company, Inc.
J. D. Rudder
Shealy Electrical Wholesalers, Inc.
W. E. DeLoache
Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Sloan Construction Company, Inc.
Dr. Robert S. Small
Snyder's Auto Sales
J. W. Snyder
James B Stephens
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Murray M. Stokely
Dr. Edwin L Stroud
William B. Sturgis
Fred M. Thompson
J. P. Thompson, Jr.
Clarence R. Turner, Jr.
J. D. Wells, Jr.
Max Whatley
Greer
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
James G. Hayes
Charles F. Rhem, Jr.
Ralph W. Blakely
Piedmont
R. E. Riddle
Piedmont
Taylors
Edwin W. Evans
W. Joe Henson
Mr. & Mrs. Harold L. Hix
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Dr. F. Erwin Abell, Jr.
G & P Trucking Company,
Dr. Edwin C. Hentz
Edward A. Hood, Jr.
Roy E. Long
George F. Smith, Jr.
A. M. Tuck, Inc.
W. K. Brown
Hodges
HAMPTON COUNTY
Lawton Oil Company, Inc.
Estill
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Mauldin
Hampton
HORRY COUNTY
Leon Cannon
Conway
Thurmon W. McLamb
Little River
Paul Patrick
Garden City Beach
Myrtle Beach
Jimmy Benton
$500 GOLD CARD
George J. Bishop, III
A. S. Dargan
Dargan Construction Co., Inc.
John P. "Pat" Gore
Holcombe Motor Company
John L. Humphries
KERSHAW COUNTY
Camden
Dr. C. F. Higgins
Joseph C. Jackson
T. F. McNamara, Jr.
George Singleton, Jr.
J. F. Watson
LANCASTER COUNTY
James A. Adams &
Al Adams
Lancaster
W. Olin Small
Lancaster
LAURENS COUNTY
T. Heath Copeland
Clinton |P
J. T. Hollingsworth
Ronald L. Carlay
Laurens
P. W. McAlister
Laurens
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
Bishopville
LEXINGTON COUNTY
George M. Shealy
Batesburg
Woodrow H. Taylor
Batesburg"
Raymond S. Caughman
The Lexington State B
Lexington
Mr. & Mrs. Jack E. Nettles
Lexington
Lee Harold Witt, Jr.
Swansea
Warren Craig Jumper
West Columbia
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Dewey Altord
T. C. Atkinson, III &
James L. Skipper
Joe Bethea
John O. Lewis, Jr., &
Lewis B. Smith
Duncan C. Mclntyre &
William F. Thompson
John H. Holt
Mullins
O. K. McKenzie
Mullins
MARLBORO COUNTY
John F. McLaurin, Jr.
Bennettsville
Drake H. Rogers
Bennettsville
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Cliffords. Smith
Kmards
Gordon S. Leslie, J r
Newberry B
Earle Joiner Bedenbaugh
Prosperity
David Waldrop, Jr
Silverstreet
OCONEE COUN
Marshall J. Parker
Oconee Dairies, Inc.
Seneca
Ward Smith Chevrolet-Buick
Seneca
Joseph A. Rukat, Jr.
WalhaJla
ORANGEBURG COU
J. M. Russell, Jr
Holly Hill
Orangeburg
W. A. Cartwnght, Jr.
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Gressette Pest Control Co
D. A. Kennerly
Dr. L. P. Varn
M
In
PICKENS COUNTY
Central Concrete & Plasle'
Central
Inc.
W
Clemson
Norman Canoy
E. E. Clayton
Kelly J. DuBose
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes
Dr. Benjamin C. Dysart, III
Col. & Mrs. Marvin C. Ellison
Byron and Mickey Harder
Coach Frank J. Howard
Thomas M. Hunter
Lanford Co.
Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY
Scholarship Fund
Miss Mary Katherine Littlejohn
Jerry A. Meehan
Dr. Sam L. Moore
Lt. Col. Richard C. Robbins
Easley
A & A Builders
James E. Burrell
R. A. Jones
Liberty
R. Frank Kolb, II
William C. Peek
W. E. Vaughan
Dalton's Furniture & Carpets
Clemson and Pickens
RICHLAND COUNTY
Columbia
Bearing Distributors, Inc.
S. J. DeBorde, Sr.
Jackson O. Byers
Carolina Ceramics, Inc.
Jon M. Whitaker
Carolina Ceramics, Inc.
W. L. Harrington, Jr.
Terris L. Eller
s W. Engram
First National Bank of S. C.
Sam B. Hutto, Jr.
Larry W. Flynn
Mr. & Mrs Donald R Fugate
Don E. Golightly
Robert L. Grigsby, Jr.
avid G. Jeter
aj. & Mrs. J. J. Kirby, Jr. (Ret.)
Meij^rv of S. C. McMeekin
Col. John L Mack, Sr.
Dr. L. Emmett Madden
W. L. Monts, Sr
Patrick Construction Co., Inc.
John C. Rivers
Edward T Strom
Roy N. Taylor
Buddy Wenck
ALUDA COUNTY
A Friend—Saluda County
Ridge Spring
S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Dr. Henry S. Anderson
Landrum
Wendell Christopher
Roebuck
Spartanburg
Y. C. Ballenger
Electrical Contractor
J. B. Garvan
Harry H. Gibson
Dr. Robert J. Haas
L. J. Hendrix, Jr.
Grover C. Henry
Dr. Paul Holcomb
Leigh Textile Co.
Herbert Long
Raymond S. Waters
Boyd West
SUMTER COUNTY
E. M. DuBose
Oswego
Sumter
Booth-Boyle Livestock Co.
John J. Britton, Jr.
W. T. Fort, Jr.
J. T. James, Jr.
Sumter Casket Co.
Jasper T. James, III
Sumter Casket Co.
Korn Industries, Inc.
Dr. Wyman L. Morris &
Sammie Morris
The National Bank of S. C.
J. M. Sprott, Sr. V-Pres.
Charles A. Segars
UNION COUNTY
Jack & Jean Burch
Union
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
Union
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
Bubba Snow
Hemingway
F. E. Huggins, Jr. &
D. I. Wilson, III
Hemingway
A. J. Rigby, Jr.
Kingstree
YORK COUNTY
Claud H. Morrow &
Calvin B. Morrow
Clover
$500 GOLD CARD
Joseph L. Huckabee
Rock Hill
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill
John K. Benfield, Jr.
York
OTHER STATES
J. G. Moxon
Ocala, Fla.
William D. Anderson
Atlanta, Ga.
Edwin S. Presnell
Augusta, Ga.
Mr. & Mrs Bob
^Ramesvite
.„ Joe B. Maffett
Dalton, Ga.
R. A. Bowen, Jr.
Macon, Ga.
Joseph D. Swann
Stone Mountain, Ga
John B. Cornwell, III
Charlotte, N. C.
W. E. Holland
en Clay Products Company
Charlotte, N. C.
James S. Hunter
Charlotte, N. C.
Jeff Kane
rlotte
enor Synthetic Fibers, Inc
ate Bowers
Charlotte, N. C.
W. A. Wood
Charlotte, N. C.
Hugh D. Putnam, Sr.
herryville, N. C.
hristian Harw;
urtis C. Ki
urham,
William H. Lewis
airmont, N. C.
1
Emreson E. Andrishok
Summitt, N. J.
Joseph Bailey Bright
Hendersonville, N. C.
J O Buck" Buchanan
Asheville
Don TomberTin '
Ellis-Tomberlin, Inc
Asheville, N. C.
J. P. Swails
Burlington, N. C.
John C. Boesch, Jr.
Charlotte, N. C.
r Joe B. Godfrey
Forest City, N. C.
arry M. Bryant
stonia, N. C.
n S Jenkins
Htfonia.^^i
tic Chemical Corporation
brge Clendon
reensboro, N. C.
Roland Lee Connelly, Sr.
Greensboro, N. C.
Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, N. C.
J. Henry Dowdy
High Point, N. C.
Gary J. Gosztonyi
Kernersville, N. C.
Pierson & Whitman, Inc.
Raleigh, N. C.
James M. Perry
Rutherfordton, N. C.
W. T. Vick
Salisbury, N. C.
Dr. James Sam Seastrunk
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Smithfield, N. C.
J. Garner Bagnal
Statesville, N. C.
Garrison Machinery Co.
Statesville, N. C.
J. E.' Bo" Chinners, Jr.
Bay Village, Ohio
harles N. Wyatt, Jr.
ountain Top, Pa.
V. Guyton
hiladelphia, Pa.
Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Charles Richard Wood
Fort Worth, Texas
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr.
Arlington, Va.
W. J. Erwin
Danville, Va.
J. B. Montgomery
Martinsville, Va.
David L. Peebles
Newport News, Va.
Clemson and Stevens...Partners in textiles.
Clemson alumni, students, and
faculty are important to Stevens.
Tiger alumni continue to help keep
Stevens a recognized leader in the
international textile market place.
Clemson students help Stevens
plants near the campus maintain
high levels of productivity. Stevens
and the textile industry at large
benefit each year from the research
and recommendations of Clemson
faculty and graduate assistants.
Clemson and Stevens . . . partners
on the campus and in the plants.
J.PStevens&Co. , Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
$250 GOLD CARD
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Dr. John L Guy
Abbeville
Charles B Murphy
Abbeville
M Earle Williamson
Donalds
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken
Alexander-Moormann & Associates
William R. Alexander
John G Calhoun
H. C. Coward & Son
Donald L. Fulmer
Elbert Hines Hamilton
John G Malony &
William W Malony, Jr.
A H Peters, Jr.
T. Clifton Weeks
Mr & Mrs Clayson J White
James L Walpole
North Augusta
Dr. W G. Watson
North Augusta
ALLENDALE COUNTY
W Ross Brewer
Allendale
John F Brunson
Allendale
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic, P A
R H Anderson
Baychem
William R. Aiken
Dr. Robert B Belk
The C & S National Bank
R. W Wilkes
Jerry O Chapman
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Anderson
R. Carol Cook
John A Davenport
W. M. Dillard
Dillard Marine & Sport Center
Dr Claude Dixon
Tom W Dunaway, Jr.
Larry Earwood
Singer Company
Marshall A Fant
Robert Lee Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Wallace Jones
S T. King
William L Lyles &
Stonewall J. Watson, III
Virgil P. McCormick &
Douglas Farrell Clements
Kenneth M. Mattison &
Christopher G. Olson
Dr Vernon Merchant, Jr
Dr. H L Murray
D K Oglesby, Jr
J. Leonard Patterson
J Roy Pennell. Jr.
Dr James E. Pennell
A R Ramseur
Red Circle, Inc —Clemson Store
Rhodes Development Co., Inc.
Horace C Rhodes
Allan P Sloan, Jr
Jim Stathakis &
Pete J Stathakis
Chris Suber
Lawrence A Sutherland
George M Taylor
Preston O. Toole
Welborn Tire Service. Inc.
W Gerald Welborn
Mr & Mrs. Rick Whatley
P Louis Whitworth
Wholesale Electrical Supply
Company, Inc.
Billy Joe Durham
Williams Plastering. Inc
Chester C. Williams
Kenneth S Wohltord
John W Wood. Jr
Belton
Baylis E Anderson
Mr & Mrs Samuel Ashley
Dr. Leonard W Douglas
George L. Graham
William P Kay. Sr
Dr William P. Kay, Jr
Mr & Mrs Raymond A. King
Dr Malcombe A McAlister
Steve Pearce
Donald L Bunton
Pelzer
Dr. Charles R. Griffin
Pendleton
C. H. Lomas
Pendleton
Williamston
Leon B Allen
George H Durham, Jr
Lamar Gaillard
Harper Builders, Inc.
John M Harper, Jr.
Harry Major
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain
Denmark
Victor Whetstone, Jr
Denmark
J. E^BJJjjjH^Jr.
BARNWELL COUNTY
James M Shuler
Barnwell
Ted W. Craig
Blackville
Walter H. Jenkins
Kline
Robert H Bin
Williston
BEAUFORT COU
T. R. Garrett
Beaufort
Bryan Loadholt
Beaufort
neeHarry Tarrm
Burton
PPffes Lyman Bl
Iton Head Island
BERKELEY COUNTY
Moncks Comer
William Britt
Dr Rhetl B. Myers
Dr. John H. Swicord
CALHOUN COUNTY
S. H Houck
General Farm Products & Dairy
Cameron
Ekton V Haigler, Jr.
Cameron
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
Charle#irtp|
W. M Corn'
Peter D Dorn. Jr
John William Felder
Coleman O Glaze. Vice Pres.
First Citizens Bank & Trust Co
Mac R Harley
William C. Kennerty
Frank E. Lucas
Charles F McCrary
Hans F Paul
Gayle Ross
The Noland Co
A. B. Schirmer, Jr.
Dan H Swanger
Richard E Wheeler
North Charleston
Tom B. Young
North Charleston
David M Murray, Jr.
Hannahan
In Memory of S. V Sotille
Isle Of Palms
W C Masters
Mt Pleasant
CHEROKEE COUNTY
In Memory ot Dr, T. A. Campbell
Blacksburg
Mr & Mrs W A Hambright
Blacksburg
Gaffney
Lawrence E Childers
Southern Loom Reed Mfg. Co
John M Hamrick, Jr.
Wylie Hamrick
B. R. Kernels
E. Raymond Parker
CHESTER COUNTY
James W. Bankhead
Blackstock
Chester
J B Bankhead
In Memory of Joe W Collins
Steven Epps
George R Fleming
Mrs. S W Gough
Sammy Worthy Gough
Johnson-Laura Mae, Inc.
Isted M Stone
Street Clinic
Fred A. Tripled, Jr
J. A. While Memorial
W. C. Childers
Great fells
W. E. Lindsay
Great fells
CLARENDON COUNTY
Manning
Dr. Clarence E. Coker. Jr
Dr RoU n £ Jackson
W J R.iwlinson
H. B. Rii kenbaker
Summerton
H. F. Sw lley
Summerton
OLLETON COUNTY
Calvert W Huffines
Walterboro
DARLINGTON CC
Richard L. Ban
Darlington
Ray Clanton
Darlington
Hartsville
Edward B. Crawford
Harris Hicks
L. Fuller Howie
Dr. William P. Kennedy
McKorell Brothei
John C. Walker
J W Carter
Lamar
Edwin Gay Bass, Jr
Lydia
Peter L. McCall. Jr
Society Hill
DILLON COUNTY
Laurens W Floyd
Dillon
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Earl R. DuPriest Jr
Summerville
Berlin G Myer
Summerville
EOGEFIELD COUNTY
Joe F Anderson
Edgefield
L. D. Holmes, Jr
Johnston
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Winnsboro
Louis M Boulware
J. P. Brooks
Warren R Herndon
James W Stephenson, III
William H. Wylie
FLORENCE COUNTY
Mrs Doris Frick
Coward
J. J. Frick Sawmill, Inc
Coward
Florence
B M Brodie
Memorial to G Wilson Bryce
By Bryce Mechanical Contractors,
inc.
William C. Dailey
Clyde S Bryce. Jr., P E
Engineering Consultants
Tom Gressette Pest Control
Laddie Green Hiller
John E. Lunn
Julian H, Price
J W Truluck, Jr.
O. L. Turner
Turner's Market
Bobby J Watford
Edward L. Young
Lake City
L. M. Coleman, Jr
Howard F Godwin
Robert Welch
L. B. Finklea, Jr
Pamplico
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Loyd C. Morris
Rosemary Amusement Company
Andrews
Julian A Reynolds
Andrews
Georgetown
Lt. Col John C Heinemann
Larry E. Holliday
Threatt-Maxwell Contractors, Inc.
EENVILLE COUNTY
vid A. Bagwell
Fountain Inn
Greenville
Dwight F Allen
United Merchants & Mfgrs . Inc.
American Security of
Greenville, Inc.
Steve Small
Jack L. Atkinson
DavidJUZ^alentine
Grady Baiuud
Ballard Concre kompany
C. P. Ballenger, Jr
H. Elliott Batson, II
John H Beckroge, Jr
James H. Brown, Jr.
Carolina Industrial Insulating Co
Bill G West. Pres
Thomas Carter
Chemloid, Inc.
Chemurgy Products Inc
John M. Chewninq Jr
J M Clary
Contracpic.
Palmer Oovil
ntey Davis. Jr.
awes
Construction Co., Inc
I. L. Donkle, Jr.
Charles F Gentry, Jr.
W. N. Ginn, III
Bill R. Gosnell
Dan Gosnell
A P Gray
Joel W. Gray. Ill
John F Guest
Edward D Guy. Jr
Harper Brothers, Inc.
Caldwell Harper
Donald L Harrison
Robert T Harrison
C. W Hinton
Bobby Hudson
Richard H. Ivester
Dale Johnson
Fred A Johnson
William R, Jolly, Jr
Ernest G Jones
W J Jordan, Jr.
Dr Willis A. King, Jr.
Julian M Langston. Jr
Langston Construction Co.. Inc
Frank S. Leake. Jr,
Dr James P McNamara
North Hills Medical Clinic
Seabrook L. Marchant
Keith J Marquis
Moore-Tmsley Supply Co.
Joe E Long
Mount Vernon Dryer Felt Company
R. Ligon King
William J Neely, Jr
Orders Mattress Co., Inc.
Orders Tile & Dist Co , Inc.
Jerry L Pace
Carolina Tool Industries, Inc
$250 GOLD CARD
John F. Palmer
Russell Hunter Park
George M Plyler
William M Poe
D C Poole
Raymond E. Putman
Ken W. Reed
B. D. Robbins
E. R. Roper
James L Sanderson
Leon A. Sham
Leon Sham Company
Sloan Construction Co „ Inc.
Bob Longmeyer
Suirt Construction Co , Inc.
James A Taylor
John Russell Terry, Jr
Charles C Thompson
Jim Thrailkill &
Dr Ben Thrailkill
W E Thrailkill
Threatt-Maxwell Construction Co.
Gerald S Tompkins, Jr
J Harold Townes, Jr A. I.
A
Vissage Auto Parts Co., Inc.
R. H Walker
Clyde H. White
James D Whiteside
Edward Wilhoit
David H. Wilkms
Willson Riggms Landscape, Inc.
Willson & Linda
Charles C Withmgton, Jr
Yeargm Construction Co.. Inc
Greer
W. B. Coxe. Jr
William Lem Dillard
C V Elrod
William H. Moody
Spartan Express, Inc.
Roy F. Dooley
Mauldin
Billy Bullock
The Pantry Rest
Floyd S. Long
Calvin Summey
Major L Higgins
Piedmont
Thomas P. Lane, Jr.
Simpsonville
Taylors
Peter H. Bryan
Richard A Curtis
Curtis-Carolina Corp.
William S. "Billy" Delk
Sahara Stone of South Carolina
SandlapperChem & Equip Co., Inc.
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Nick P Anagnost
William T. Barnett
Clarence L Beaudrot
Wayne Bell &
Randy Bell
Robert L Crawford, Jr.
W. K Fooshe. Jr
Coy Jefferson Gray
Nevit Y. Johnson
Charles E. Key
Marshall Long
P. R. Nickles
B. F. Scott
Joe H Seal
James C. Self
W. R. Swearingen
Howard Tolbert
HAMPTON COUNTY
J. F. Wyman, Jr.
J. F. Wyman, Inc
Estill
Hampton
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr.
Hampton Gas Co., Inc.
George M. Thomas, Pres.
William F. Speights
W. Norris Lightsey
Varnville
HORRY COUNTY
Oscar L. Hodge
Aynor
a
Li
El
Conway
In Memory of John J Avinger
John J. Avinger Family
James W Barnette. Jr.
F. L. Bradham
Robert C Crenshaw
R G Horton
Mr. & Mrs Mitchell Merritt
Dr Murray T. Jackson
R S Wmfield
Loris
W C "Ted" Dozier
Arthur R Hardee
Davis Heniford, Jr.
S. F. Horton
E W Prince, Jr.
Myrtle Beach
Marion T. Bellamy
E. M. Bost
Frederick C. Gore
LaBruce Nursery
Harold Riddle, A I.
A
Gene C Wilkes
KERSHAW COUNTY
W L. Jacksi
Camden
Crawford E. Sanders,
Camden
'onald H. Kelly &
awrence Steedly
gin
Lester P. Branham, Sr
Lugoff
r
LANCASTER COUNTY
W. H. Bridges
Heath Springs
Lancaster
R. H. Collins
Grady P. Robinson
L. S. Stewman
LAURENS COUNTY
D ™ Roberts
Clinton J^^^
Laurens
James G. Bowling
Mrs. R. M. Erwin
Charles Jeter Glenn
J. P. Fans
Walter S Ramage
LEE COUNTY
Bishopville
W Ray Alexander, Jr.
Carroll Green DesChamps, II
In Memory of C. B. Player
by C. B. Player, Jr. & III
Hughey Tindal, Jr.
G H. McCutchen
Si Charles
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Batesburg
Billy Amick
Mr. & Mrs Tyrone M
Leland A. Jackson
Harry W Mims &
James L. Estes
Cayce
T. A. Henry
Gaston
B. M. Cassady
Irmo
Lexington
Alvm N Berry
D. H. Caughman
F. U. Black
John T Drafts
Stuart & Stan Miller
Lexington Supply Co
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia
Mccormick county
Dr. James W Gilbert
McCormick
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Dr William L Cheezem, Jr.
Lacy Edwards. Jr.
Robert N Johnson, Jr
Gerald C. Wallace, Jr.
Frank T West
Thomas M. West
Howard Thomas
Mullins
Bryan Huggins
Nichols
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Newberry
Walter B Cousins
Buddy Neel
Terry C Shaver
Ferd J. Summer
Stanley Griffin
Pomaria
David C. Waldrop, Sr
Silverstreet
Harry S. Young
Whitmire
Ted Plemons
Whitmire^^^
OCONEE COUNTY
Dr. Harry B. Mays
Fair Play
Seneca
W. A. Chase, Sr.
Robert H. Cureton
Daniel Hallford
Deryl C. Keese
Keese Realty
Dr. Lane E. Mays
Arthur Nuttall, Jr.
Oxford Oil Company. In
Gary "Flip" Phillips
Dr. James R. Pruitt
Dr. Don A. Richardson
Sorrells Refrigeration
& Electric Co.
Charles L Sorrell
Of John P Book
Walhalla
Louis C. Hollem
Westminster
sey
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Elloree
William B. Bookhart, Jr
Dr. & Mrs. L. Ray Oliver
Ted Shuler
J. C. Ulmer, Jr
H. D. Folk
Holly Hill
Robert H Caut
Holly Hill
Thomas J. Ethei
North
George L. Binni
Norway
James C. Williams, Jr.
Norway
Orangeburg
E. R. Bair, Jr.
Leland M. Bradshaw
William W. Cope &
H. D Smoak, Jr.
Charles Parker
W. W. Dukes
^rrOWBKium
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr.
Al M Hughes
Lighting Creations, Inc
H A McGee, Jr
Harry M Mims, Jr &
George S Hill
J. F. Cleckley & Company
Power Oil Co.
Raymond L. Strock
W E Verdery
Orangeburg Redi-Mix
Concrete, Inc.
John T Zeigler, Jr.
Maynard D. Funchess
Rowesville
W. Z. Dantzler & Son
Santee
Starr C. Busbee
Springfield
PICKENS COUNTY
Ernest Jones Washington, Jr
Cateechee
Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
Central
Clemson
Mr. & Mrs George U. Bennett
Doyle C. Burton
Clemson Service Station, Inc.
Robert W. Higby, Pres.
Mr & Mrs. John A. Connell
Mr. & Mrs Joseph B Cocke
Mrs. Irene Todd Cox
Ernest O DeFore
Educational & Counseling Clinic
Alan R. Franklin
Steven C. Gibert
M. Riggs Goodman
Randolph D. J. Jackson
W. Joe Lanham
C V Marchbanks, Jr.
Paul Miller
Cantey M Richardson
R. R. Ritchie
Robert W Robinson. Jr
David E Simons, Jr.
Drewry N. Simpson
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
Dr. B. R. Skelton
Col. & Mrs. E. N. Tyndall
H Betts Wilson
Eigley^
HaroraWbertson
Dr. C. S. Boland
Paul E. Bowie, III &
Stephen A. Bowie
Jerry R. Byrd
Roddey E. Gettys. Ill
Dr. J. H. Jameson
Ralph Kirk
J. J. Lynn, D M D
Gene & Bob Merritt
George B (Bud) Nalley. Jr
Easley Lumber Company
W. J Ragsdale
Shealy, Smith and Welborn, P.A.
Memory of Paul E Bowie, Jr.
iberty
Mr.A/JJ
Liberty
Joe Board 8
Redmond Coyl<
Pickens
Roy S. Dalton
Pickens
Six Mile
William Ansel Deadwyler
Robert M. Guerreri
Jimmy R. Holliday
RICHLAND COUNTY
Columbia
Mr. & Mre Sims Bailey S
Walton G. Snow
TPs Mrs D. W. Baxter
homas B. Boyle
Nash Broyles
Jack W. Brunson
Henry Parrofl Byrd
Ray O'Bnan Carter
Dr Robert M. Clark
Ike Cogburn
Charles W. Cooper
Dr. Charles Edward Corley, III
Robert W. Cowsert, Jr.
Dr. James W. Culclasure
The Darnell Co.
B. L. Darnell &
Randolph M. Tiller, Jr
Dreher Packing Co., Inc.
J. T. Dukes
Joe W Dunn, Jr.
George W Eleazer, Jr.
Dr George H. Fann
Bruce Finley
Dr. Larry Fnck
Giant Portland Cement Company
Richard W. Frick
T. E Grimes, Jr.
James W Hancock, Jr.
R D Huffman
M. C. Johnson
Charles M Joye
H. Michael Kaylor
C. M. "Buddy" Lewis
James T. McCabe
David A. McLellan
Market Restaurant
$250 GOLD CARD
John Capilos
George G Matthews. Sr.
Modern Exterminating Co
.
Inc.
George G Matthews. Jr
Modern Exterminating Co . Inc
W I May
Miner Saw Works
Dr Henry W Moore
Richard S Newton
Jeffery A O'Cain
Eugene R Patterson
Maurice G Pearson, Jr
Bob Robinson
David W Roof
Seaman Electric Supply. Inc.
Pelham W Simmons
George Z Siokos
Frank W. Smith
Arthur M Suggs
Ames H. Wells
Dr. John A Wells. Jr
William B. Wells
Charles E Whitener
A. N. Whiteside, Jr., C.L.U.
Equitable Lite Assurance Society
Mrs Frances L. Chappell
Hopkins
Joe Ben Weeks
Hopkins
SALUDA COUNTY
Arthur R Nichols
Saluda
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Miss Margaret Lee
Chesnee
James Vincent Caggiano
Cowpens
Marvin B Banton
Duncan
J. W. Gaston, Jr
Duncan
A Courtney Cobb
Fairtorest
Spartanburg Sheet Metal &
Fabricators, Inc.
Fairtorest
Inman
George Fox Bolen, Jr
.
L E Anderson &
M. F. Mickelson
Timothy M Drake
Mr & Mrs Wilbur K Hammed
Arthur W. O Shields
Lyman
Earl F Blair
Moore
Spartanburg
Acme Distributing Co
of Spartanburg. Inc.
T R Adams. Jr
R L Alexander, Jr.
First National Bank <
Waller J Brown
Buckeye Corp.
Budwaiser of Spartanburg
Gene E. Williams
i i s Incorporated
J P. Cecil
HasSJI Legare Coleman, Jr
Micrtjsl H. Cornwell
Albert T Correll
Correll Willis, Smith & Assoc.
Troy H. Ci
Billy W. Davis
In Memory pj W. P. Dobson
R A Earnhardt
C E Gray
Benjamin O. Johnson
Frank W. Lee, Jr.
W M. Manning, Jr.
Morgan Bank and Trust
E ForfWolfe
O'Cain &
III
Robert V hson
Marvin c Robinson
A w Shoolbred. Jr.
J Clyde SimmopH|
In Memory of Nathan Sims
Rupert P Smith
Southers Construction, Inc
Brooks V Southers
Dr Harold S Vigodsky
Ted Wilson. William D West
& Belton L. Mims
George Spence Wise. Jr
Edwin W. Stroud
Woodruff
SUMTER COUNTY
Curtis Edens
Georgi
F, M Fl
Dalzell
O. D. Harvin
Pmewood
D. Leslie Tindal
Pmewood
Sumter
Harold S Booz
Charles R
Demosttienes, McCreight
& Riley-, A I A
M. Djfort&
i k W Gibson
a J. Gaughf
Di Wilson Greene. Jr
B. J Lowder
A Friend
—
Sumter County
Shaw Manufacturing
' o,, Inc.
Dr JohnW Shaw
R. L. WiUfj^^
Dr Barney L Williams, Jr
ION COUNTY
E. Fowler
inion
Harold R. Hoke
Union
WILLIAMSBURG CO
Bethel C DuRant
Hemingway
Kingstree
Dr W C Cottinghai
W. H. Cox
Fred P Guerry, Jr.
YORK COUNTY
Clover
Joseph W Barnett
Lewis W Hick'*
J M. Peek
Culp Brothers. Inc
Fort Mill
Rock Hill
Dr RoyW Garni
Flint Realty
Construction Co., Inc.
Robert H Flint. Pres
D P Herlong
C. C Jenkins. Jr
W Bennett Kirkpatnck
John N Warren, Jr &
J Norman Warren
William Frampton Harper
York
OUTSIDE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA
Loyd B Chapman
Huntsville, Ala.
Dr Robert C McDaniel
Little Rock, Ark.
John D Barrentine
Houchin Barrentine Company
Buttonwillow. Calif.
William Lindse^ Wylie
Southbury
Fjfftr^3Ai
ashington. D C
ihn. R, Hines
Orlando, Fla
Bob E Webb
Tampa, Fla
Robert A King
Columbus, Ga
Charles T, Kirktey
Decatur, Ga.
Manuel Fernandez
Landmark Granite Co
Elberton. Gri
riubev vvyn
ryjCcJnVv
Farabow, Jr.
|ton
.
rVebb
Cartridge Corp
"Affoka. Minn
Robert A Gettys. Jr
Arden. N C
Richard E Burdette
Asheville, N. C.
Robert W Sistrunk
Burlington, N. C.
Charlotte. N. C.
James E Brennan
In Memory of Patrick N. Calhoun
Robert L Carlson
Kenneth L. Flint
Thomas W Glenn, III
Steve C Griffith, Jr.
Edgar L Miller. Jr.
Don V Whelchel
Marion B. Beason
Forest City. N. C.
Carlos H. Miyares
Gastonia. N. C.
Greensboro. N. C.
Lawrence H. Buchanan
Jackie W. Calvert
Col. J. L. Edmonds
Mr & Mrs. E. T Mcllwain
(Life Member)
Walter M. Nash, III
Vernon W Kennington
Laurmburg. N. C.
Donald A. Fowler
Marion. N. C.
Dr Robert F Poole, Jr
Raleigh. N. C.
J B Lipscomb
Sanford, N C.
Mr & Mrs Charles T Sutherland. Jr
Stoneville. N. C
Joseph Crosby Jones
Wilkesboro, N C
Francis A. Yarborough
Wilmington. N. C.
J H Abrams
Winston-Salem. N. C.
Arthur E. Thomas
Winston-Salem. N. C.
In Memory of Albert Pavlik. Sr
Euclid. Ohio
G. H. Greene
Johnstown. Pa.
Nevon F. Jeffcoat
Yardley. Pa
Jerry E Dempsey
York. Pa
William C Keese
Germantown. Tenn.
Donald L Harris
Hermitage. Tenn
James D Fisher
Hixon. Tenn.
James R. McLane
Houston. Texas
Oliver I Snapp, Jr
Houston, Texas
James C Attaway
Fredericksburg, Va.
J. H. Jones
Springfield. Va.
We also express our appreciation to those IPTAY members in the above categories for their support, but who prefer to have their names omitted
TRAINERS STAY READY FOR ANY EMERGENCY
The Clemson trainers, both fulltime and student, put in a multitude of hours even before the football team takes the field in taping ankles,
shoulders, knees and other parts of the body where protective care is needed. Kneeling left to right, David Williams, Doak Fairey, Mike Brown,
Paul Thacker and Louie Moore. Standing, assistant trainer Herman McGee, Hank Morrow, Bill Blackston, Henry Judy and head trainer Fred
Hoover.
ACC Football Officials
REFEREES:
1. Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
3. Robert H. Cooper, Jr. (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore, Md.
4. Carl Deane (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
5. Ernest Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
56. Joe Long (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
7. Vincent Price (Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
8. Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
9. Robert C. Wood (Washington & Lee), Lynchburg, Va.
UMPIRES:
46. Rosario Amato (N. C. State), Bethlehem, Pa.
40. V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, S. C.
44. Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
43. Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C.
45. Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
41. Milton Hines (Guilford), Winston-Salem, N. C.
47. Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
48. Clifton Noble (East Carolina), Bristol, Va.
42. Bobby A. Rimer (North Carolina), Waxhaw, N. C.
LINESMEN:
12. Richard Carrington (Virginia), Lynchburg, Va.
13. W. R. Cummings (Unattached), Columbia, S. C.
14. Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
15. A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Springfield, Va.
20. Gene Gilstrap (Federal City), Washington, D. C.
16. Tom Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
17. William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
18. George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.
19. Richard Tyndall (North Carolina), Chapel Hill, N. C.
LINE JUDGES:
21. Ernest Benson (Evansville), Albany, Ga.
22. Nelvin Cooper (Elon), Cary, N. C.
23. Bill Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
24. Ronald DeSouza (Morgan State), Baltimore, Md.
25. Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C.
26. William Luper (Guilford), Greensboro, N. C.
27. Raymond Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
29. Donald Robertson (William & Mary), Barboursville, Va.
28. Jimmy Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
BACK JUDGES:
3. Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
37. Lawrence Hill (Bradley), Landover, Md.
32. Thomas Hunt (North Carolina), Durham, N. C.
37. William Lovett (Maryland), Rockville, Md.
34. Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
35. Robert Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va.
60. Maynard Strickler (East Tenn. State), Crozet, Va.
36. Weldon Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
50. Gerald Austin (Western Carolina), Summerfield, N. C.
51. Ernest Cage (Southeastern), Lanham, Md.
53. C. C. Dailey (Unattached), Greenville, S. C.
52. John Godbold (South Carolina), Gaffney, S. C.
54. Carl Herakovich (Rose-Hulman), Blacksburg, Va.
55. James Knight (Wake Forest), Matthews, N. C.
57. Courtney Mauzy (Washington & Lee), Raleigh, N. C.
58. Arthur Rhoads (Ohio Univ.), Winston-Salem, N. C.
59. James Robertson (Emory), Blacksburg, Va.
CLEMSON ALMA MATER
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alvoay.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, 19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes 550
Matches 010
Candy 200
Crackers 200
Sandwiches 500
Drinks 300
Drinks in Souvenir Cup 500
Potato Chips 250
Aspirin 450
Cups of Ice 150
Gum 200
SOUVENIR PRICES
Buttons $1.50
Buttons with Dangles 2.00
Pennants 2.00
Plush Tigers 3.00 & 5.00
Hats 5.00
Shakers 1 .00
Rain Coats 5.00
Sun Visors 50
Footballs 2.00
Balloons 1.00
Party Pops 25
Posters 1 .00 & 2.00
Inflates 2.00
80 COLORFUL YEARS
!
FRANK HOWARD • BOB WILLIAMS • JESS NEELY • JOHN HEISMAN • JOSH CODY
ORDER YOURS NOW
$10.00
Plus 4% S. C. Sales Tax
Available Through
Your Local Bookstore
PUBLISHED BY
The R L. Bryan Company
GREYSTONE BLVD./COLUMBIA, S. C.
"CLEMSON TIGERS"
A History of Clemson Football
by Joe Sherman, Clemson's director
of alumni relations and an observer of
50 years of Clemson football.
The book begins with the introduction of
Clemson to football by Walter M. Riggs, an en-
gineering professor who came to Clemson from
Auburn, and proceeds through the colorful coaching
days of John Heisman, Bob Williams, Josh Cody, Jess Neely,
Frank Howard and up to the moment with present coach Red Parker.
It recalls most of Clemson's exciting victories and some of the bitter
defeats through 80 years of football, and traces the 30-year coaching span of
the man many feel is the most colorful coach the nation has produced — Frank
Howard.
The book spotlights the individual Tiger stars through the years beginning with
quarterback Johnny Maxwell of the early 1900s, and including Clemson's first
All-American Banks McFadden and last All-American Bennie Cunningham.
This hard cover book contains Clemson's major team and individual records
through the 1976 season and the scores of all Tiger games.
Total Capability Contractor
Civil — Mechanical — Electrical — Contract Maintenance
Built with P-R-l-D-E
by
YEARGIN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
A maze of tanks, piping, rotary kilns, steel, plumbing,
air conditioning, electrical, insulation and instrumen-
tation work make up the new Lithium Carbonate Refin-
ing facility YEARGIN built for Foote Mineral Company
at Kings Mountain, North Carolina, all with YEARGIN
forces.
Contract Maintenance is our specialty also. We'll sup-
ply your needs with personnel for continuous mainte-
nance and fluctuate the crews for turn-around shut-
downs. Whether it's 1, 100 or 1 ,000 craftsmen you
need, call on YEARGIN. We have the P-R-l-D-E and
experience on textile, chemical, metal working,
paper, rubber, precipitator, and boiler installations to - ™ „ B
do you ob YEARGIN
When you think construction, think YEARGIN. We
build it fast; we save you time and money; and our
quality of workmanship and meeting of schedule re-
quirements is second to none.
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
P. O. Box 6508 Greenville, South Carolina 29606 803/242-6960
